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David Sailor for their efforts in running the election 
process.

As usual, we have a terrific edition of Urban Climate 
News put together by David Pearlmutter with assistt
tance from Paul Alexander, Helen Ward, Joe McFaddd
den and Matthias Demuzere.  In particular we have 
four very nice project/experiment reports along with 
two special conference reports, one on the “Equity and 
Diversity in Urban Climate” event at our own ICUCt10, 
and the other on the recent World Forum on Urban 
Forests that was held in Italy.  I’m sure that you will find 
plenty of interesting reading within.

Finally, I wish all members of IAUC the very best for 
the New Year and another successful year of urban clitt
mate research/activity.

As I begin to write this final column for 2018, the 
outside air temperature in suburban Melbourne is 
pushing 42oC as southeast Australia experiences one 
of its worst early summer heatwaves on record. Foltt
lowing the disturbing trends revealed in the recent 
IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5oC, the 
WMO Climate Statement, and (at least for us in Austt
tralia) the Australian State of the Climate 2018 report 
(https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/OandA/Areas/Astt
sessingtourtclimate/StatetoftthetClimatet2018/Rett
porttattatglance), it is natural for us to think about the 
significant impacts of climate change on urban envitt
ronments where, by 2050, close to 70% of the global 
population will reside.

Interactions between climate change and urban 
warmth against background trends of more extreme 
heat events, hotter summer nights, reduced rainfall 
but greater intensity rainfall events for Australian and 
for many other cities around the world are of concern 
for the health of city dwellers, for urban infrastructure, 
and for the provision of urban services such as water 
supply and disposal.  For this reason, the IPCC has a 
particular focus on human settlements in the current 
AR6 round.  Our community of urban climate specialtt
ists is uniquely equipped to address critical areas of 
concern, especially in relation to heat mitigation and 
adaptation, and human thermal comfort. There is still 
time for our important work to be considered in AR6, 
with the current cuttoff for ‘submitted’ papers being 1 
July 2020 and for ‘accepted’ papers being 1 May 2021.

I am delighted to welcome Helen Ward (University 
of Innsbruck) and Matthias Demuzere (Founder and 
CEO of Kode) to the Board of the IAUC following our 
recent election.  More details on the election follow 
below in the newsletter.  Helen and Matthias take up 
their Board Membership in the New Year and replace 
retiring Members Edward Ng (The Chinese University 
of Hong Kong) and Fei Chen (NCAR, USA).  I thank 
these two individuals for their important contributions 
to IAUC and to its Board in recent years.  I also thank 
the unsuccessful candidates who stood for election. It 
is testament to the strength of the IAUC that we have 
quality individuals such as these, who are prepared to 
nominate. Finally, in relation to the election I would 
like to thank Andreas Christen, Ariane Middel and 
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We’re almost out of time: The alarming IPCC climate report 
and what to do next

October 2018 — The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) released a shocking report, “Global Warming 
of 1.5°C.” An equally accurate but more evocative title could 
have been “We’re almost out of time.”

It is shocking, not because those working on the science 
are surprised by the messages (indeed they are all based on 
existing and published science), but because in aggregate 
the message is extraordinary and alarming. The diversity 
and severity of impacts from climate change read like a nartt
rative we might see in a Hollywood movie, but are in fact, 
and disconcertingly, the clearteyed projections of where we 
are heading in reality, barring massive economic mobilizatt
tion and rapid transition to cleaner technologies.

To provide the first point of context, most people are fatt
miliar with the fact that the earth has gone through ice age 
cycles. During the depths of the last ice age, Chicago was 
under about half a mile of ice. The difference in global avtt
erage surface temperature between the depths of the last 
ice age and today is around 4 to 7 degrees Celsius. While 
projecting “where we are heading” is complicated, it’s fair 
to say that the momentum of our global economic system 
is hurtling us toward warming the planet by 3 to 4 degrees 
− in other words, a climate shift not that different between 
the last ice age and today.

The new report focuses on what impacts we might extt
pect from even half of that warming, at 1.5 degrees and 2 
degrees, and the remarkable story is even at these lowest 
levels of climate change that we believe are achievable − 
given that we’ve already warmed about 1 degree − the imtt
pacts are significant and quickly become severe as tempertt
atures reach beyond 1.5 degrees. Other sources, including 
the interactive graphic in the report summary, detail some 
of the headline numbers and I will not catalog all of them 
here. Notable is the likelihood that going from 1.5 to 2 dett
grees would expose several hundred million people to dantt
gerous climatetrelated risks by 2050, and would likely wipe 
out 99 percent of coral reefs. And the scale of the challenge 
to retool the economy on a short timeline is staggering: the 
study estimates that global emissions of greenhouse gases 
need to drop by 45 percent from 2010 levels by 2030 to stay 
on a 1.5 degrees path. Given dramatic recent increases in 
emissions, this is equivalent to a roughly 60 percent drop 
from today’s levels, in 12 years.
How risks increase with temperature, and why 1.5oC?

While the headline numbers matter profoundly, so does 
the fact that this report addresses a fundamental question: 
How much risk does climate change pose to us as we dial up 
global temperatures? In other words, as we continue to load 
nearly 50 billion tons of CO2 equivalent and other climatet
changing substances into the atmosphere each year? Will 
we reach a tipping point?

The report dives into this question in a structured and 

specific way. First, it looks at impacts of some specific levtt
els of climate change—assessing impacts specifically at 
1.5 and 2.0 degrees warming above pretindustrial levels, 
but also looking at a broader spectrum of possible warmtt
ing outcomes. It then aggregates and synthesizes what we 
know from previously published scientific, peertreviewed, 
and otherwise vetted literature on how these warming outtt
comes would affect ecosystems, sea level rise, human health, 
livelihoods, communities, and more. An important and centt
tral aspect of this exercise was to better communicate how 
each of these risks changes with increasing temperature, 
asking questions like, “How much more would heavy rainfall 
events happen in a world of 1.5 degrees warming compared 
to today, and how much more severe would things get if 
warming increased to 2 degrees or beyond?”

It’s worth pausing to understand the seemingly odd contt
cept of “1.5 degrees” which gives the report its title. Why 
1.5? The origins are in the original international treaty on 
climate change, the 1992 Framework Convention on Clitt
mate Change. This treaty (which was negotiated under 
the George H.W. Bush administration), recognized the imtt
portance of climate change and set up a process for the 
international community to begin to address it. The core 
principle of the international approach to climate, formally 
embedded in that agreement, was “to avoid dangerous antt
thropogenic interference in the climate system.”

It was left to future science and policy discussions to 
work out what exactly “dangerous” means. In any case, what 
eventually emerged is a consensus on the need to undertt
stand how risks of climate change increase as temperatures 
rise. As these discussions unfolded, it also became clear 
that different kinds of risks − such as sea level rise, risks to 
ecosystems, risks of tipping points, and risks to human systt
tems − could have slightly different sensitivities to global 
warming, and thus such concepts were disaggregated and 
evaluated separately.

“The only strategy that works is one 
that fully engages all levels of action 

. . . [for example] a coalition of over 
3,500 cities, states, businesses, and 
more, have recommitted to doing 
their part to achieving the goals of 

the Paris Agreement.”

https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/
https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/
https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/
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The “Reasons for Concern” figure from the IPCC report “Global Warming of 1.5 Degrees C.” Note that the planet in 2018 
is already in the grey shaded area of about 1oC warming above pre-industrial levels. Source: www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/

The resulting concept was graphically depicted in a now 
welltknown figure from the IPCC Third Assessment Report in 
2001. While formally titled “Reasons for Concern,” the vivid 
yellow, orange and red colors on the figure earned it the nicktt
name of the “Burning Embers diagram.” It went through sevtt
eral refinements as new science was developed, but was imtt
portantly the foundation for a discussion across government 
and civil society to narrow in on a more formal definition of 
dangerous. Based on the understanding at that time of risks, 
uncertainties, and potential impacts, this discussion increastt
ingly cohered around the concept that there appeared to be 
more extreme and significantly worrying risks—across all of 
the categories—beyond about 2 degrees of warming. By the 
time of the Copenhagen U.N. Climate Change Conference in 
2009, the international community formally adopted keeptt
ing warming to under 2 degrees.

Yet even as the consensus for 2 degrees was crystallizing, 

questions arose about whether the 2 degrees goal might 
be too high. On the one hand, additional published science 
bolstered confidence in impacts at lower warming levels, 
and indicated the possibility that impacts might be more 
broad and severe than originally thought. In addition, distt
cussions in the broader international community grappled 
more directly (if not completely) with issues of equity and 
ethics and how those ought to relate to this core risk astt
sessment. It’s a fascinating and important story, but the uptt
shot was an was an embedding of a 1.5 degree goal at the 
beginning of the landmark 2015 Paris Agreement: “Holding 
the increase in the global average temperature to well bett
low 2 degrees above pretindustrial levels and pursuing eftt
forts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 degrees above 
pretindustrial levels.” As a direct result of the Paris Agreett
ment, the international scientific body of the IPCC was 
asked to evaluate and report on our understanding of the 

www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Reasons-for-Concern-graphic-depicted-in-the-IPCC-Third-Assessment-Report-as-up-dated-by_fig5_262922514
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Reasons-for-Concern-graphic-depicted-in-the-IPCC-Third-Assessment-Report-as-up-dated-by_fig5_262922514
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difference between 1.5 degrees and 2 degrees, and what 
it would take to get onto a global path to keep warming 
under 1.5 degrees.

That is where the new IPCC report comes in. The report 
evaluates both quantitatively and qualitatively how much 
the risks rise as temperature increases. The short answer to 
these questions in the report is something like this: We’re 
already at 1 degree warming and seeing some significant 
impacts; 1.5 degrees is going to have more severe impacts; 
2 degrees has more; and we probably don’t want to test 
what happens above 2 degrees − although our current mott
mentum appears to have us on a trajectory for about a 3 
degrees or more world.

In the new report, the updated Reasons for Concern 
figure shows a broad feature of increasing risks above 1.5 
degrees across both the five reasons at the top and the 
new, even more disaggregated system assessments on the 
bottom row. Beyond the diagram, the report offers plenty 
of granular detail, for example, estimating how much adtt
ditional habitat would be lost when moving from 1.5 to 2 
degrees, or how many more icetfree summers the Arctic 
would have. Some of them are surprisingly sharp increases 
for half a degree—such as the estimate that the percent of 
global population exposed to extreme heat at least once 
every five years rises from 14 percent to 37 percent, or the 
estimate that coral reefs would degrade “only” an additt
tional 70t90 percent under 1.5 degrees but 99 percent in 
a 2 degrees world. These are sobering because 2 degrees 
itself remains a hardttotachieve goal and warming beyond 
2 degrees would have even greater consequences. I won’t 
exhaustively detail the other impacts as they have been 
centrally featured in much coverage of the report, so I refer 
you to those sources or to the report itself.

Pathways to manage risks: Can we keep under 1.5o?
While it is vital to understand the risks with different levtt

els of warming, an equally urgent question is whether and 
how the planet can get onto an emissions trajectory that 
would keep on a 2 degrees or, if at all possible, a 1.5 dett
grees path. There are a few key aspects of this challenge: a 
dramatic retooling of the global production and consumptt
tion toward low or zero greenhouse gas approaches by 
roughly 2030; a likely build out of untested carbon removal 
technologies at large scales toward midtcentury; and widett
spread measures to adapt to climate change.

The IPCC report illustrates several approaches that could 
achieve 1.5 degrees with limited “overshoot” (i.e., going 
above 1.5 and then back down). Coal power would have 
to drop by 60t80 percent from 2010 levels by 2030. Renewtt
able energy sources would grow by roughly 100t500 pertt
cent, reaching about half of total global electricity generatt
tion by 2030 (again, 12 years from now), and 70t90 percent 
by 2050. These features and others are laid out in detail in 
an informationtrich figure. The overall message is that the 
math can actually work, but the mechanism for realizing 
such rapid and dramatic transformations is, well, just not 
part of the report, and of course is the biggest question of 

all. In other words, the report tells us that these pathways 
are physically and technologically possible, but it is up to us 
to figure out what social and political approaches we have 
to take to implement those pathways.

So, the answer of “can we do it” is yes, technically. But 
if we are to do it, how can we do so? Clearly the problem 
is massive. Such large and complex problems certainly rett
quire transformational thinking, integration, and big movett
ments. But tackling this problem will also require progress 
on myriad smaller and manageable elements.

The scale and speed of the technological transition is 
extraordinary but plausible. For example, individual techtt
nologies have undergone rapid transitions before. The first 
iPhone was revealed only 11 years ago—there was no such 
thing as an app in early 2007. Automobiles went from less 
than 1 percent of road vehicles in the United States in 1900 
to nearly 100 percent thirty years later. While some techtt
nologies do not lend themselves to rapid replacement, the 
general principle is that relatively rapid transformational 
change is feasible in many applications. In addition, the 
IPCC report notes that, while the scale and duration of mott
bilization is unprecedented, the speed of mobilization is 
not, recalling the efforts in the United States to mobilize for 
World War II.

The social organizing (or political) challenge − how we 
collectively change behavior and make dramatically differtt
ent choices − is the most daunting. There are certainly many 
reasons to be pessimistic about our collective ability to drive 
broad and significant change, for example, if we frame the 
problem around concepts like convincing voters (or polititt
cians) to invest now for a future payoff. And national level 
leadership in some key countries − the U.S., Australia, and 
perhaps soon Brazil − is driving against climate action. Nevtt
ertheless, a few alternate framings can be helpful:

“Many of our best and brightest are 
inspired to work on new energy and 

climate-friendly technologies and 
institutional approaches. Refocus--
ing on building this technological 
innovation apparatus, educating 

students globally in relevant fields, 
providing the right structure for 

early stage financing, and bringing 
these technologies to market is a 

core part of the solution.”

https://www.wri.org/blog/2018/10/half-degree-and-world-apart-difference-climate-impacts-between-15-c-and-2-c-warming
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ipcc-fig2.png
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Economic Growth. Many studies have pointed out the 
economic growth benefits that accrue from such transitions. 
Clean energy provides jobs and in many cases more jobs 
than dirtier technologies. Clean air and a green environment 
are healthier for people. The recent New Climate Economy 
report estimated that a widespread, full investment in a 
clean economy transition would lead to a net $26 trillion in 
benefits by 2030.

Innovation. Technology is a real part of the solution to 
climate change, and we have developed a global innovation 
infrastructure that is by any standard impressive. Many of our 
best and brightest are inspired to work on new energy and 
climatetfriendly technologies and institutional approaches. 
Refocusing on building this technological innovation appatt
ratus, educating students globally in relevant fields, providtt
ing the right structure for early stage financing, and bringing 
these technologies to market is a core part of the solution.

We are on a path. This pathway is not new, and we have 
already begun the transition. Renewable energy deploytt
ment has shown remarkable progress, surpassing expectt
tations and surprising analysts. Since 2012, more than half 
of new electricity power additions have been renewables. 
The cost of solar has fallen over 70 percent since 2010 and 
combined renewable costs are falling so rapidly that they 
are expected to be competitive or cheaper than fossil fuels 
by 2020. So, progress is already happening, in clean energy 
and many other areas relating to climate stabilization − it’s 
just that we need to go faster and do more, which requires 
choices and policy.

All Hands. The only strategy that works is one that fully 

engages all levels of action, which includes personal actions 
but also includes policy and decisionmaking in all other comtt
munities and groups: cities, towns, counties, states, countt
tries; places of work; businesses and investors; universities; 
communities of faith, and more. Each of these has ways they 
can address the issue. One recent example of this is here in 
the U.S., where a coalition of over 3,500 cities, states, busitt
nesses, and more, have recommitted to doing their part to 
achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement. A recent study 
that I helped lead indicated that this coalition, representing 
over 50 percent of the U.S. population, nearly 60 percent of 
U.S. GDP, and equivalent to the world’s third largest econott
my − could drive U.S. emissions down by roughly 24 percent 
by 2025 relative to 2005 levels. Such engagement, while not 
yet enough, can help build the groundwork for the accelertt
ated ambition that the report calls for. And it underscores 
that elections and political choices will matter greatly over 
coming years in the United States and globally.

The IPCC report crystallizes what we already knew about 
the risks of climate change and throws the challenge into 
stark relief. The scale and speed of transformation will rett
quire not just new technologies but innovation on new 
models to organize ourselves and our investment response. 
Nevertheless, a real and deeptrooted engagement with this 
issue could realize a genuinely improved quality of life in all 
parts of the world, with dramatically better outcomes on hutt
man welltbeing, economic growth, and health. That opportt
tunity is there today, and the report calls us to grasp it.

— Nathan Hultman. Source: https://www.brookings.edu/
opinions/weretalmosttouttofttimetthetalarmingtipcctclitt
matetreporttandtwhatttotdotnext/

Figure showing pathways to 1.5oC from the IPCC report “Global Warming of 1.5 Degrees C.” There are four different 
illustrative scenarios, but with common features of rapid technological transition toward zero or low-emissions. 
Source: www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/

https://newclimateeconomy.net/content/press-release-bold-climate-action-could-deliver-us26-trillion-2030-finds-global-commission
https://newclimateeconomy.net/content/press-release-bold-climate-action-could-deliver-us26-trillion-2030-finds-global-commission
https://newclimateeconomy.net/content/press-release-bold-climate-action-could-deliver-us26-trillion-2030-finds-global-commission
http://www.climatecentral.org/gallery/graphics/renewable-electricity-growth-across-the-us
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/renewables-will-be-equal-or-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels-by-2020-according-to-research
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/renewables-will-be-equal-or-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels-by-2020-according-to-research
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/renewables-will-be-equal-or-cheaper-than-fossil-fuels-by-2020-according-to-research
https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/
https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/
https://www.americaspledgeonclimate.com/fulfilling-americas-pledge/
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/were-almost-out-of-time-the-alarming-ipcc-climate-report-and-what-to-do-next/
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/were-almost-out-of-time-the-alarming-ipcc-climate-report-and-what-to-do-next/
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/were-almost-out-of-time-the-alarming-ipcc-climate-report-and-what-to-do-next/
www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/
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What was agreed at COP24 in Poland and why did it take so long?
December 2018 — Fractious UN climate change talks ended with a deal on putting the Paris agreement into 

practice –  but left much else unresolved 

What was agreed at COP24?
Countries settled on most of the tricky elements of the 

“rulebook” for putting the 2015 Paris agreement into practt
tice. This includes how governments will measure, report 
on and verify their emissionstcutting efforts, a key element 
because it ensures all countries are held to proper standards 
and will find it harder to wriggle out of their commitments.

Why did it take so long?
There was a row over carbon credits, which are awarded 

to countries for their emissionstcutting efforts and their cartt
bon sinks, such as forests, which absorb carbon. These credtt
its count towards countries’ emissionstcutting targets. Brazil, 
which hopes to benefit from its large rainforest cover, insisttt
ed on a new form of wording that critics said would allow 
double counting of credits, undermining the integrity of the 
system. This issue has been put off until next year.

What wasn’t agreed?
Largely absent from these talks, which had a technical fott

cus, was the key question of how countries will step up their 
targets on cutting emissions. On current targets, the world is 
set for 3C of warming from pretindustrial levels, which scientt
tists say would be disastrous, resulting in droughts, floods, 
sea level rises and the decline of agricultural productivity.

When will that be agreed?
The key deadline is 2020, when countries must show they 

have met targets set a decade ago for cutting their emissions, 
and when they must affirm new, much tougher targets.

What does the science say?
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 

the global body of the world’s leading climate scientists, 
warned two months ago that allowing warming to reach 1.5C 
above pretindustrial levels would have grave consequences, 
including the dietoff of coral reefs and devastation of many 
species.

How long have we got?
If we extrapolate from the IPCC’s findings, the world has 

little more than a decade to bring emissions under control 
and halve them, which would help to stabilise the climate.

Are we getting there?
After years in which the world’s carbon emissions aptt

peared to be stabilising, they are on the rise again. Coal use 
continues and oil is still the engine of much of the world’s 
economy. Clean energy is coming ontstream at a faster rate 
than many predicted, and the costs of it have come down 
rapidly, but its adoption needs to be speeded up. 

Infrastructure, such as energy generation plants, transport 
networks and buildings, is a central issue: infrastructure built 
now to rely on hightcarbon energy effectively locks in high 
emissions for decades to come. Some people are also saying 

Iran’s Majid Shafiepour Motlagh, China’s Xie Zhenhua and 
the COP24 president, Michal Kurtyka, smile after adopt--
ing the final agreement at the COP24 UN climate change 
conference 2018 in Katowice, Poland. Source:  theguardtt
ian.com. Leaders were told by naturalist David Attenbortt
ough: ‘Continuation of civilisation is in your hands.’

we need to invest in projects to remove carbon from the attt
mosphere, and a new focus of the talks is helping countries 
to adapt to the effects of climate change. 

Were countries united at the talks?
The US, Russia, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait joined forces to 

prevent the conference fully embracing the IPCC’s findings, 
watering down a statement to a weak commendation of the 
timing of the scientists’ report. Australia joined with the US 
in a celebration of coal, and Brazil signalled its climate sceptt
ticism under Jair Bolsonaro by withdrawing its offer to host 
next year’s talks.

But the EU, a handful of other developed countries and 
scores of developing nations including the poorest and most 
vulnerable affirmed that they would strive to meet the IPCC’s 
advice on limiting warming to no more than 1.5C.

What happens next?
The UN will meet again next year in Chile to thrash out the 

final elements of the Paris rulebook and begin work on futt
ture emissions targets. But the crunch conference will come 
in 2020, when countries must meet the deadline for their curtt
rent emissions commitments and produce new targets for 
2030 and beyond that go further towards meeting scientific 
advice.

That conference may be held in the UK or Italy, both of 
which have bid to be hosts. The UK’s intention in offering to 
host is to signal it will retain its role on the world stage after 
Brexit. The event may also provide a welcome change from 
wranglings over Brexit and intractable trade deals. But whott
ever hosts will have a diplomatic mountain to climb, if the 
fractious nature of this year’s talks is anything to go by. Source: 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/16/whatt
wastagreedtattcop24tintpolandtandtwhytdidtitttaketsotlong

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/16/what-was-agreed-at-cop24-in-poland-and-why-did-it-take-so-long
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/16/what-was-agreed-at-cop24-in-poland-and-why-did-it-take-so-long
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/03/david-attenborough-collapse-civilisation-on-horizon-un-climate-summit
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/03/david-attenborough-collapse-civilisation-on-horizon-un-climate-summit
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/16/what-was-agreed-at-cop24-in-poland-and-why-did-it-take-so-long
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/dec/16/what-was-agreed-at-cop24-in-poland-and-why-did-it-take-so-long
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As Storms Keep Coming, FEMA Spends Billions in ‘Cycle’ 
of Damage and Repair

October 2018 —  In the exact spot where Hurricane Katt
trina demolished the Plaquemines Parish Detention Center, 
a new $105 million jail now hovers 19 feet above the marsh, 
perched atop towering concrete pillars. Described by a state 
official as the “Taj Mahal” of Louisiana corrections, it has so 
much space that one of every 27 parish residents could bunk 
there.

But on an average day in the first half of this year, more 
than 40 percent of its 872 beds went unoccupied, making it 
one of the emptiest jails in the state, records show. And bett
cause of its isolated, floodtprone location, the jail still must 
be evacuated before any major storm or risk becoming an 
accidental Alcatraz.

There is but one reason the Plaquemines jail was rebuilt 
on endangered land, with needless capacity, at immense 
cost: The sheriff wanted it that way. But unlike most new jail 
construction, his project did not have to be financed through 
bond sales or other local revenues, with voters able to hold 
him accountable. Rather, because the old jail was destroyed 
by a natural disaster, the cost was covered by federal taxtt
payers, through a Federal Emergency Management Agency 
program that is required by law to distribute billions in aid 
but exerts little control over how the money is spent.

FEMA’s public assistance program has provided at least 
$81 billion in this manner to state, territorial and local govtt
ernments in response to disasters declared since 1992, actt
cording to a New York Times analysis of federal data. But an 
examination of projects across the country’s evertexpanding 
flood zones reveals that decisions to rebuild in place, often 
made seemingly in defiance of climate change, have at times 
left structures just as defenseless against the next storm.

Other efforts have required enormously expensive entt
gineering to ensure protection. Yet in some instances, rett
strictions on construction in flood plains have effectively 
prohibited FEMA from safeguarding its multimilliontdollar 
investments in new and repaired public buildings.

One of every five public assistance dollars has streamed 
here to this quintessentially vulnerable place, Louisiana — 
by far the most per capita of any state. But billions more will 
soon flow from Washington to the states and territories devtt
astated by the ferocity of the past two hurricane seasons. Last 
year, estimated to be the costliest ever with $306.2 billion in 
damage, saw backttotback assaults by Harvey on Texas, Irma 
on Florida, Maria on Puerto Rico and Nate on Mississippi. Last 
month, Florence submerged the Carolinas, damaging public 
structures ranging from a high school in Jacksonville, N.C., to 
the town hall in North Topsail Beach.

Local officials desperate to restore normalcy to disorienttt
ed communities will get to decide how to spend those fedtt
eral dollars — choices made more consequential, and costly, 
as sea levels rise and Atlantic storms generate greater surge 
and rainfall because of climate change. What once seemed 

random climatic misfortune now occurs more predictably. 
Coastal scientists and disaster recovery experts agree that if 
rebuilding in the same place once dared lightning to strike 
twice, it now tempts a more certain fate.

“Human settlements have been designed in a way that rett
flects a climate of the past, and this increases the likelihood 
that disastertrelated losses will continue to rise,” said Gavin 
Smith, a professor at the University of North Carolina at Chatt
pel Hill who directs the Coastal Resilience Center of Exceltt
lence, a research consortium funded by the Department of 
Homeland Security. “This also means we need to rethink how 
and where we build before the storm, as well as how and 
where we reconstruct public buildings and infrastructure in 
the aftermath of extreme events.”

For evidence, visit Princeville, N.C., a town of 2,000 on the 
Tar River. In 1999, a hurricane named Floyd engorged the rivtt
er until it spilled over a levee, ruining the town hall, Princevtt
ille Elementary School, the police and fire station, the senior 
center and virtually every other structure. “I thought, ‘Once 
in a lifetime,’” said Mayor Bobbie Darnell Jones, who was restt
cued from his house by helicopter. 

Leaders of the town, which was settled by newly emantt
cipated slaves, rejected suggestions from state officials to 
move the entire community to higher ground. Instead, FEMA 
spent more than $5 million in public assistance grants to 
clear debris, build a new town hall and school, repair other 
buildings and replace fire trucks, a garbage truck, even a ridtt
ing lawn mower, the agency’s records show.

Seventeen years later, Hurricane Matthew swamped 
Princeville once again. Repairs are now being made to the 
school, the fire house, the town hall, the recreation center, 
the senior center and a museum, at a cost of $2.5 million and 
counting (the town typically pays a 25% share). In midtSeptt
tember, Princeville narrowly missed its third inundation in two 
decades, when Florence filled the Tar just shy of flood stage.

The Plaquemines Parish Detention Center was rebuilt for 
$105 million in a Louisiana marsh that had been ravaged 
by Hurricane Katrina. Source: nytimes.com

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/us/fema-disaster-recovery-climate-change.html
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Since at least 1950, an empathetic nation has supported 
the impulse to rebuild in place by financing much of the cost 
of disaster recovery through the federal budget. But the prott
cess adheres to the American conviction that, regardless of 
who pays, decisions about land use and infrastructure should 
be made as locally as possible.

With local officials often incentivized to replicate the past, 
experts in disaster relief say changes in federal law and regutt
lations may be needed to reorient the system to reflect clitt
mate realities.

Yet the Trump administration, if anything, is moving in 
the opposite direction. In August last year, President Trump 
rescinded an executive order signed by President Barack 
Obama that required consideration of climate science in the 
design of federally funded projects. In some cases, that had 
meant mandatory elevation of buildings in floodtprone artt
eas. Then in March, FEMA released a fourtyear strategic plan 
that stripped away previous mentions of climate change and 
seatlevel rise.

Despite repeated requests over five months, FEMA’s public 
affairs office declined to make the agency’s embattled adtt
ministrator, Brock Long, or other top policymakers available 
for comment. Mr. Long has come under fire recently for using 
government vehicles for personal travel, and FEMA has been 
heavily criticized for its response to Hurricane Maria, which 
Puerto Rico estimates took nearly 3,000 lives.

The Trump administration’s approach on climate change 
ignores loud warnings from government agencies about 
the budgetary threat it poses. The bipartisan Congressional 
Budget Office projected in 2016, for instance, that hurricane 
damage would “increase significantly in the coming decades 
because of the effects of climate change and coastal developtt
ment.” As a result, government spending for relief and recovtt
ery will outpace economic growth and devour an ever larger 
share of gross domestic product, the analysts concluded.

“You can’t continue this with the pace and intensity of 
events we’ve seen today,” said James Lee Witt, who led FEMA 
throughout the Clinton administration. “Somebody has got 
to break the cycle of damage, repair, damage, repair.”

Accepting the Inevitable
FEMA’s public assistance program is among the largest in a 

menu of posttdisaster programs overseen by several federal 
agencies. It has grown substantially more costly over time. 
From 1992 through midtSeptember, it paid for 683,035 sepatt
rate projects — removing debris after natural disasters (mostly 
hurricanes and floods) and repairing and reconstructing pubtt
lic buildings, roads, bridges and utilities — according to a comtt
puter analysis of agency data by The Times. More was spent on 
public assistance during that period than on reimbursements 
by FEMA’s bettertknown National Flood Insurance Program, 
which covers losses by homeowners and businesses.

Grants have gone to every state and territory, with New York 
and Louisiana the biggest recipients because of Hurricane 
Sandy in 2012 and Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005. About 
a fourth of the money has been used to repair and replace 
public buildings.

In most instances, grants cover at least 75 percent of the 
cost to return a damaged building to its prior state while also 
complying with current codes. If the cost of repair is more 
than half that of replacement, FEMA will pay to build anew. 
The program also provides grants for hazard mitigation to 
minimize future damage.

When structures in designated flood plains are rebuilt or 
repaired, FEMA requires that they be elevated to at least the 
100tyear flood level — high enough, that is, to withstand a 
storm with only a 1 percent chance of occurring in a year. 
Buildings that serve a critical function, like hospitals or power 
plants, must be raised to the 500tyear level.

The agency can pay to relocate destroyed buildings if it 
is deemed costteffective, but it often isn’t. In New York City, 
FEMA spent more than $700 million — with the city pitching 
in $80 million more — to repair 72 schools damaged during 
Sandy. But the city’s high cost of real estate and construction 
dictated that only one would be moved, to an adjacent site 
where it will be elevated, according to the Mayor’s Office of 
Recovery and Resiliency. Instead, the money was spent on 
measures that accepted the inevitability of future flooding, 
like raising vents, relocating electrical systems to rooftops 
and replacing drywall with building materials that could be 
easily dried and disinfected.

Since Sandy, Congress has twice amended the law that 
authorizes federal disaster aid, the Stafford Act, to make it 
more financially attractive to use public assistance grants to 
relocate and to rebuild more responsibly. Mr. Trump signed a 
bill last week to provide more FEMA funding for projects dett
signed to diminish future storm damage in vulnerable comtt
munities. None of those measures, however, fundamentally 
alters the balance of power between federal and local offitt
cials concerning those decisions.

Determining how much has been spent to rebuild the 
same structures more than once is impossible, because of a 
lack of transparency in publicly available data. FEMA’s records 
provide a location for the grant recipient, a project number 
and an amount, but often only vague descriptions like “pubtt
lic buildings and facilities.”

But the Natural Resources Defense Council, an environtt

Homes submerged after Hurricane Floyd struck Princev--
ille, N.C., in 1999. Source: nytimes.com

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/us/fema-disaster-recovery-climate-change.html
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mental advocacy group, recently found that the separate 
flood insurance program had paid $5.5 billion from 1978 to 
2015 to repair and rebuild more than 30,000 properties that 
had flooded more than once. Claims for those residences and 
businesses had been submitted an average of five times.

The group’s report estimated that the number of “severe 
repetitive loss properties” could balloon to 820,000 if coastal 
sea levels rose three feet by the end of the century, which scitt
entists consider possible. It recommended that the governtt
ment restructure the program with incentives to encourage 
owners to take buyouts and move.

Critics see both FEMA programs as symptomatic of a distt
jointed and backwardtlooking approach to disaster planning 
that devotes inordinate resources to rebuilding at the extt
pense of prevention.

“The fundamental problem is that the entire system is 
reactive,” said Jeff Hebert, vice president for adaptation and 
resilience at the Water Institute of the Gulf, a Louisianatbased 
research group. “It would be transformational if we took the 
money that we spend on disasters and instead spent it on the 
front end on really good adaptation.”

A Tangle of Red Tape
Among Hurricane Katrina’s victims was Lakefront Airport 

in New Orleans, a general aviation airport built on a jut of 
land reclaimed from Lake Pontchartrain. Politics drove the sett
lection of the site in the 1930s, but it seemed a good enough 
idea. The airport would be close to the city center and could 
accommodate seaplanes, a popular mode of passenger transtt
portation at the time. 

The classic Art Deco terminal, a working monument to the 
romance of flight, wowed travelers when it opened in 1934. 
Eight murals of exotic destinations ringed the second floor 
of a grand atrium, their locations corresponding to the directt
tions on a compass rose inlaid into the terrazzo floor. Three 
years later, Amelia Earhart slept in the visiting pilots’ quarters 
on her way to California for her final journey.

In 1964, the terminal acquired a Brutalist concrete cladtt
ding that made it usable as a Cold War fallout shelter, and its 
glamour faded. But after Katrina flushed four feet of water 
through the building, the authority that runs the airport dett
cided to restore its prior glory.

It found a willing partner, up to a point, in FEMA, which 
provided $68.8 million in public assistance grants to repair 
the airport and its grounds, according to authority officials. 
That included $20 million for such a lush renovation of the 
terminal that it is booked regularly for charity galas and debtt
utante balls.

And yet, despite FEMA’s substantial investment, the agentt
cy has been stymied by its own rules from taking steps to prett
vent a recurrence in the next big storm.

The airport is not much more protected from Pontchartt
train’s storm surge than before. Parts are buffered only by a 
low bulkhead because of fears that a higher one might intertt
fere with takeoffs and landings.

In 2015, the airport’s operator, known as the NontFlood 
Asset Protection Management Authority, asked FEMA to 

provide an additional $65 million to build a pump system 
and movable flood wall that could be put into place before 
storms. FEMA refused, arguing in part that it would qualify as 
new construction, which the agency said it could not pay for 
in certain designated flood zones.

The airport authority lost its appeal of that decision in July 
by the 2ttot1 vote of a federal arbitration board. In dissent, 
the chief judge, Jonathan Zischkau, wrote that the decision 
“leaves the entire airport facility — and a considerable numtt
ber of people — at risk and unprotected from future hurritt
canes and flood disasters.

Wilma Heaton, the chairwoman of the authority, said she 
was determined to continue searching for funds, but considtt
ered FEMA’s position nonsensical.

“Storm after storm, we know what happens without adtt
equate flood protection,” Ms. Heaton said. “Not addressing it 
is insanity.”

Vanishing Territory
Few places have benefited from FEMA’s largess like 

Plaquemines Parish, which protrudes southeast from the 
New Orleans suburbs into the Gulf of Mexico. And few places 
better embody the costly contradictions of rebuilding on entt
dangered land.”

Plaquemines was pummeled by Hurricanes Katrina and 
Rita in 2005 and again by Hurricane Isaac in 2012. Since 2000, 
FEMA has routed $902.1 million in public assistance grants 
to the parish for 1,000 separate projects, the Times analysis 
found, an average of $38,637 for each of the 23,348 current 
residents. That is barely less than the assessed value of all taxtt
able property.

But the parish’s susceptibility to rising sea levels and subtt
sidence is high. The United States Geological Survey calcutt
lates that 462 square miles of Plaquemines disappeared into 
the Gulf between 1932 and 2008. The state’s coastal planners 
project that 55% of what’s left − another 300 square miles − 
will disappear within 50 years without significant action.

With the exception of the New Orleans bedroom commutt
nity of Belle Chasse, the parish consists largely of two narrow 
strips, bordered by levees, on either bank of the Mississippi 
River. Floodwater breached and topped the 16tfoot mounds 
during Katrina, but they have since been repaired and fortitt

Homes and fields in Plaquemines Parish that were flood--
ed during Hurricane Katrina. Source: nytimes.com

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/us/fema-disaster-recovery-climate-change.html
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fied. Nonetheless, state scientists project that in the case of a 
100tyear storm, most of the parish outside Belle Chase would 
be submerged at least 13 feet.

A fifth of the Plaquemines population left after Katrina, actt
cording to census estimates. But because FEMA will pay to 
rebuild to prior size and capacity, those changes have not altt
ways factored much into recovery planning.

FEMA allowed the Plaquemines school board to consolitt
date and restructure its system after Katrina, including elimitt
nating one of eight schools. But it nonetheless spent nearly 
$100 million to rebuild three schools on the west bank, and 
another $36 million to rebuild Phoenix High, the only one on 
the east bank.

Like the jail, the new schools are engineering marvels, red 
brick fortresses raised more than 20 feet on a forest of coltt
umns. But some are clearly larger than needed. Phoenix was 
designed to accommodate 400 students from prekindergartt
ten through 12th grade, but enrolled only 190 this fall, actt
cording to the school board. An average of 13 seniors have 
graduated each year since it reopened in 2012.

School board officials said they had not been willing to bus 
students long distances to Belle Chasse or across the river by 
ferry. “We’re obligated to provide an education for the people 
who are here,” said Ronald E. White Jr., the chief financial oftt
ficer. “It’s not our job to say you can’t live here.”

“Plus we wanted to rebuild our communities,” said Denis 
Rousselle, the superintendent. “People would not come back 
if you didn’t have schools.”

FEMA provided enough money to replace damaged contt
tents that the system was able to refurnish even the schools 
that were not destroyed, Mr. Rousselle said. “They’ve been so 
generous with us,” the superintendent said. “I’ve been elated 
with it.”

A Lack of Leverage
Even before Katrina made landfall nearby, the Plaquemines 

jail did not come close to filling its more than 800 beds. The 
average population was 395 in 2004 and 274 in 2003, accordtt
ing to reports obtained through an open records request. 
But that did not stop the sheriff at the time, Irvin F. Hingle Jr., 
known as Jiff, from insisting that the jail be rebuilt at the same 
capacity on the same site.

John Connolly, a senior public assistance adviser in FEMA’s 
Louisiana Recovery Office, tried to persuade Mr. Hingle to 
make the jail smaller and move it to higher, more accessible 
ground. “They were not receptive to that and largely that was 
the end of it, sadly,” Mr. Connolly recalled. “We really did not 
have the leverage to insist on it.”

Because the jail site sits in a flood zone, FEMA could require 
that the 207,000tsquaretfoot building be built atop columns, 
but not that it be moved, explained Thomas M. Womack, the 
director of the recovery office. “That’s just what our regulatt
tion and policy call for,” he said.

Mr. Hingle is not available to explain his thinking. He died 
this year at age 66 after serving a federal prison term for taktt
ing bribes from the jail’s construction manager.

Those who knew and worked with him, including his suctt

cessors and other parish officials, said Mr. Hingle had hoped 
to revive the devastated economy on the east bank, his polititt
cal base. Additionally, they said, the sheriff viewed the jail as 
a profit center that supported his other operations and thus 
expanded patronage. 

Essential to his success was his ability to win contracts with 
federal agencies that paid top rates to house their detainees. 
Mr. Hingle had a deal with the Department of Homeland Sett
curity to hold up to 220 immigration and customs detainees 
at a daily rate of $47.19 per inmate, records show. That is altt
most double the paltry $24.39 paid by the state and parish.

Things changed after Katrina forced the jail’s evacuatt
tion. The federal agency now opts not to house inmates in 
Plaquemines, or anywhere else south of Lake Pontchartrain, 
said Bryan D. Cox, a spokesman for Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement. 

Mr. Hingle, as it turns out, also made a shortsighted bet. As 
elsewhere, the prison population in Louisiana began to dett
cline, enough that it recently ceded the top state incarceratt
tion rate to Oklahoma. Partly because of sentencing reforms, 
the number of offenders in state and local prisons dropped 
to 35,001 last year from a peak of 40,170 in 2012.

The state corrections system, which uses local jails to rett
lieve crowding, nonetheless remains the Plaquemines jail’s 
primary supplier. The current sheriff, Gerald A. Turlich Jr., also 
secured a contract with the United States Marshals Service. 
While the jail’s average monthly census grew to 548 in the 
second quarter from fewer than 100 when it opened in 2015, 
only one in seven are there on local charges.

“Two hundred beds would have been fine, and you would 
have saved a lot of federal taxpayer dollars,” said Lonnie 
Greco, who won the sheriff’s job after Mr. Hingle’s indictment 
(and then lost it to Sheriff Turlich). “At one time it was a thing 
to build big prisons to make money, but that time is gone.” 

The detention center is not so elevated that it would nectt
essarily stay dry in another Katrina. But it was built of thick 
precast concrete to withstand a major storm, with backup 
generators and raised water tanks and circuitry, along with 
basketball courts, roomy living pods, more than 600 security 
cameras, biometric entrance scanners and video screens that 
inmates can use to talk to family members via Skype.

The cost of the project escalated from less than $20 million, 
when the plan was to replicate the old jail at ground level, to 
more than $100 million once FEMA ruled that the new one 
would have to be elevated if rebuilt in place. Jamie Saxon, the 
president of Morphy, Makofsky, the New Orleans engineering 
firm that helped design the jail and schools, estimated that 
the elevation and hardening of those buildings “added a 35 
to 40 percent premium.”

“It seemed an awfully expensive choice,” he said.
Sheriff Turlich said that when he took over in 2016, the 

maintenance and operation of the alltbuttempty jail was 
draining $2 million from the department’s $25 million budtt
get. To help bring it into balance, he raised property tax rates 
by 8 percent. Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/
us/fematdisastertrecoverytclimatetchange.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/08/us/fema-disaster-recovery-climate-change.html
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Visual data: Every major city in Europe is getting warmer
September 2018 — In December 2015, 195 members 

of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change agreed to “limit the temperature increase to 1.5oC 
above preindustrial levels” in the Paris Agreement. For several 
cities in Europe t home to millions t the 1.5oC threshold has 
already been reached.

An exclusive investigation by the European Data Journaltt
ism Network (EDJNet) shows that in the Nordic and Baltic rett
gions, in much of Andalusia and in southteastern Romania, 
average temperatures in the 21st  century were already much 
warmer, sometimes by more than 1.5 degrees, than in the 
20th  century, already affecting the life expectancy of Europett
ans, their health and welltbeing.

The 1.5oC temperature increase is a global threshold and 
areas that are warming faster are not offttrack from this goal; 
scientists have expected for decades that polar regions would 
warm more than areas closer to the equator. 

In Granada, Cordoba and Malaga, all Andalusian cities, the 
average yearly temperature in the 21st  century was at least 
1.5oC higher than in the 20t h  century. In Bucharest, capital of 
Romania, temperatures increased by 1.4oC. The increase relatt
tive to pretindustrial levels, a period often  considered to be 
1850–1900, is likely higher. By contrast, cities on the Atlantic 
shore saw the least amount of warming.

These findings are the result of an analysis of over 100 
million data points made available by the European Centre 
for MediumtRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), an internatt
tional organisation which computes sotcalled “retanalyses” of 
weather data, based on a variety of sources such as weather 
stations, weather balloons, buoys and satellite observations.

This is the first time reanalysis data is made easily accestt
sible on this scale. Such data is welltsuited to study weather 
patterns over periods spanning over a century, because it hartt
monises inputs from thousands of data sources and makes 
comparisons in time and space possible.

While absolute values might differ from data collected at 
weather stations directly, especially because cities suffer from 
the “heat island effect”, meaning that temperatures within 
the cities can be up to 10oC higher than in their surrounding 
countryside, the overall trends are the same.

Looking at daily data, EDJNet was able to show how the 
number of hot and cold days varied over the last 117 years. In 
Split for instance, the secondtlargest city in Croatia, the numtt
ber of days where the average temperature reached 27oC 
went from six per year in the 20th  century to 14 per year in 
the 21s t .

Conversely, the number of cold days decreased in most cittt
ies. In the Latvian capital Riga, the number of days where the 
average temperature was below t1oC went from 75 per year 
in the last century to 57 in the 21st . Such detailed information 
allows for a precise assessment of the local impact of temtt
perature change.

Longer droughts, more heatwaves
Even limited to a couple of degrees or less, temperature 

increases can have severe consequences, said Mojca Dolinar, 
head of the department of climatology at the Slovenian Envitt
ronment Agency, a government body.

A hotter atmosphere can absorb more water before releastt
ing it in the form of rain, he explained. This implies that pett
riods between rainy episodes become longer and droughts 
more severe.

On the other hand, rainfall, because of the higher concentt
tration of water in the atmosphere, tends to be more concentt
trated, leading to more severe floods.

Higher temperatures, especially heatwaves, were respontt
sible for several thousands deaths since 2000. The 2003 heattt
wave resulted in over  70,000 extra deaths in the western half 
of the European continent.

Despite the enactment of national heat plans in several 
countries, a  review of the link between heat and mortality in 
nine European cities showed that, although excess mortaltt
ity decreased in Paris, Rome and Athens since 2003, higher 
temperatures still cause excess deaths, not only in southern 
cities.

Nordic cities are more vulnerable to heat stress than those 
already facing heat regularly. In Madrid, for instance, mortalitt
ty (relative to nonthot days) increases when the average daily 
temperature exceeds 21oC, against 19oC in Stockholm.

Excess mortality caused by the sotcalled “Lucifer” 2017 
heatwave, during which temperatures rose above 40oC in the 
Balkans, Italy and Spain, and by the 2018 heatwave in Northtt
ern Europe, has yet to be analysed by national health authoritt
ties or by academics.

Too hot for school
Heatwaves are most deadly but higher temperatures aftt

fect Europeans in other ways. Researchers have shown that 
pupils perform less well, especially in mathematics, when the 
daily average temperature rises  above 22oC.

In 415 of the 558 cities analysed by EDJNet, the number of 
school days per year with an average daily temperature over 
22oC increased in the 21s t  century, relative to the 20t h .

This summer, Europe experienced the effects of global 
warming at first hand. Source: euobserver.com

https://www.onedegreewarmer.eu/
https://euobserver.com/environment/142894
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In Seville, for instance, pupils suffered from an average of 
12 school days over 22C per year in the 20th  century. This 
number doubled to 24 per year in the 21s t  century. The contt
sequences of a hotter environment on the academic perfortt
mance of European pupils have not yet been assessed.

Crime
Criminologists have  known since the 1980s that, in the 

United States at least, violent crime increases with temperatt
ture. In Europe, despite rising temperatures, no national crime 
agency or academic tried to replicate the analysis.

Rail and road transport are also affected by rising temperatt
tures, as tarmac softens the roads to the point that some of 
them need to be closed during especially hot days. Rail trantt
sit within cities (overground trains and trams) can suffer from 
rail buckling as the metal of the rail expands and becomes 
unstable. This can cause delays and, as  happened in Washingtt
ton D.C. underground in 2012, derailments.

Despite the wide array of effects higher temperatures have 
had on European cities, it is hard to see concerted, concrete 
adaptation efforts being carried out locally. Some  national clitt
mate change plans conflate the fight against climate change 
with adaptation to higher temperatures.

Climate change can only be contained by keeping hydrott
carbons in the ground and capturing carbon from the atmott
sphere (neither option has produced any net improvement 
so far), whereas adaptation to higher temperatures means 
ensuring that human settlements remain habitable under a 
changing climate.

National plans are  often limited to regulatory instruments, 
such as incitative taxation for renewable energy.

When it comes to creating green spaces to limit the heat 
island effect and, therefore, mortality from heatwaves, to uptt
grading the local transport network to make it more resilient 
to heat or to installing cooling devices in classrooms, cities 
are on their own.

In the coming weeks EDJNet will publish a series of stories 
on the local impact of the rising in temperatures in specific 
European cities, and investigate if and what kind of measures 
local authorities and other stakeholders are preparing for 
mitigating the adverse effects of increasing temperatures.

For each city, a report on the temperature increase, and its 
consequences, is available in nine languages. You can browse 
all available city reports. Source: https://euobserver.com/entt
vironment/142894

Temperature increase in selected 
European cities. 
Source: euobserver.com

https://www.onedegreewarmer.eu/list
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A dedicated experiment to infer energetic 
and hydrological behaviours of an asphalt 
concrete parking lot

Introduction 

Due to the complexity and variety of the urban fabric, 
assessment of environmental impacts, as well as evaluatt
tion of urban planning scenarios and sustainable develtt
opment in response to climate change, increasingly rely 
on numerical simulations. However, the performance 
of numerical models depends on the model’s ability to 
accurately characterize the urban landscape and reprett
sent the surface fluxes between landscape components. 
A large proportion of urban areas consists of streets, 
sidewalks, parking lots, and roads, usually covered with 
asphalt concrete pavement which plays a critical role in 
the urban water and energy exchange processes. Unfortt
tunately, the various components of the water and entt
ergy budgets of urban surfaces are very difficult to meatt
sure due to complex experimental conditions, including 
the size, shape and 3tdimensional spatial variability of 
the surfaces, the heterogeneity and semitclosed envitt
ronment of buildings, and city activities due to the prestt
ence of people and cars.

The interactions between urban canopies and the 
lower atmosphere impact both the dynamics of the attt
mospheric boundary layer, through the modification 
of the partition of latent and sensible heat fluxes, and 
the water cycle, enhancing clouds and modifying rain 
production (Changnon, 1981; Rozoff et al., 2003). In 
meteorological models, urban areas were traditionally 
represented as dry surfaces with high Bowen ratios (e.g. 

Thielen et al., 2000) where rain water is rapidly absorbed 
by the drainage system. In contrast, Oke (1979) already 
stressed the variability of the urban Bowen ratio, from 1.5 
in dry periods to 0.3 after rain events and more recently 
Ramamurthy and BoutZeid (2014), and Santamouris 
(2014) reported Bowen ratios as low as 0.21 for wet urtt
ban surfaces and green roofs. In urban surface energy 
budget (SEB) models, rain water and latent heat were oftt
ten not represented or were computed separately from 
the energy budget. Recent models include the influence 
of evaporation either by combining the water and enertt
gy budgets of pervious and impervious surfaces within a 
tiling approach or by juxtaposing models developed for 
urban (impervious) or natural (porous and vegetated) 
surfaces (see reviews by Grimmond et al., 2011; Grimtt
mond et al., 2010). However, models initially developed 
for natural areas are usually based on parameterisations 
that cannot be easily calibrated for urban surfaces due 
to the lack of reliable observational networks. Furthertt
more, the representation of turbulence used by most of 
the SEB models is based on MonintObukhov similarity 
theory (MOST), a onetdimensional approach, and astt
sumes horizontal homogeneity that is usually not valid 
for heterogeneous urban environments.

Surface runoff towards the drainage system reprett
sents the principal component of the water budget of 
urban surfaces. Runoff is usually represented using an 
empirical relationship based on a constant runoff coeftt
ficient. However, several studies showed that such patt

mailto:jean-martial.cohard@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
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rameterization cannot account for all involved processes 
(Berthier et al., 2004; Berthier et al., 1999). For example, 
water losses through evaporation during frequent 
rainfall events on urban surfaces cannot be neglected 
(Gash et al., 2008; Hollis and Ovenden, 1988; Ragab et 
al., 2003a; Ragab et al., 2003b). In addition, runoff watt
ter carries to the streams (1) chemical pollution from 
particles deposed on urban surfaces and washed out 
by rainwater, and (2) thermal pollution by transporting 
some of the heat released by the surfaces that had prett
viously absorbed solar radiation. Vice versa this process 
may also be viewed as a technique to reduce the urban 
heat island (Kinouchi and Kanda, 1997) as recently expett
rienced by Hendel et al. (2016) in Paris. For these issues 
the coupled simulation of urban water and energy budtt
gets at various spatial and temporal scales would benefit 
from improved parameterisations of both evaporation 
and runoff losses on urban surfaces (Dupont et al., 2006; 
Lemonsu et al., 2007; Rodriguez et al., 2008).

In 2000, we launched the “Role of covered surfaces 
in urban hydrotsystem processes” (ROSURE) project to 
characterize the coupled water and energy transfer prott
cesses within urban canopies and conducted a series of 
in situ and numerical experiments at various spatial and 
temporal scales on semitimpervious surfaces covered 
with asphalt concrete pavement (Berthier et al., 2004; 
Dupont et al., 2006; Ramier et al., 2011; Rodriguez et al., 
2008). A major field experiment was conducted in Nantes 
in June 2004 to evaluate the water and energy budgets 
of a parking lot during and after artificial rain events and 
the results of this experiment were recently published 
by Cohard et al. (2018). The present article summarizes 
our main experimental results. The latent heat flux data 
set (with derived evaporative fraction and Bowen ratio) 
is available upon request and has already been used by 
the scientific community (Azam et al., 2018). 

Methodological issues

The instantaneous water and energy budgets of a thin 
layer of water covering the experimental area are:

dh/dt = P(t) – RR(t) – Ev(t) – I(t)         [1]

ρw Cpw dTw /dt = Rn(t) – G(t) – H(t) – LE(t) – QR(t)    [2]

where h is the water storage above the parking lot surtt
face and Tw the temperature of the water layer, P, RR, Ev 
and I are the precipitation, runoff, evaporation and intt
filtration rates, respectively, ρw and Cpw are water dentt
sity and heat capacity, respectively, Rn the net radiation, 
G the soil heat flux to the underlying ground layers by 
conduction, H and LE the sensible and latent heat fluxes 
to/from the atmosphere by turbulent convection, rett
spectively, and QR the heat flux carried away by runoff 
water. The water layer is assumed quasithorizontal and 

homogeneous over the area. 
These two budgets are coupled, since Ev and LE on the 

one hand, and RR and QR on the other hand, are related 
by proportionality relationships. Our experiment contt
sisted of simultaneously measuring all budget terms of 
both equations to reduce uncertainties. Furthermore, to 
control the precipitation we generated artificial showers 
with known rates. The experimental site was relatively 
isolated and far from areas with high rugosity such as 
buildings or trees to minimize as far as possible the envitt
ronmental constraints.

The rain water returning to the atmosphere by surface 
evaporation (i.e. Ev in Eq. 1) is one of the most difficult 
fluxes to measure at the proper time and space scales, 
whatever the surface and vegetation properties. The 
most direct measurement technique for evaluating the 
turbulent fluxes to the atmosphere is eddytcovariance 
(EC).

This method was implemented with threetdimentt
sional sonic anemotthermometers (CSAT3, Campbell, 
Sci) and fasttresponse hygrometers (KH2O, Campbell 
Sci) at two different heights. 

The EddytCovariance method is known to underestitt
mate the sensible (H) and latent (LE) heat fluxes when 
estimated from the turbulent flux measurements at low 
level, which lead to recurrent energy budget imbaltt
ances. Several hypotheses may explain these budget 
imbalances, but there is no consensus about the final 
corrections that should be applied (Foken et al., 2011). In 
our experiment, we tested several alternative methods 
to measure LE and found that some of them were not 
adapted to the monitoring of a small urban area, such 
as methods based on gradients or profiles (Cohard et 
al., 2018). We also showed that an indirect method that 
estimates the surface evaporation as the resultant of 
the energy budget (Eq. 2) can give relevant LE observatt
tions when all other components of the budgets were 
measured in situ. Using scintillometry to estimate a spatt
tial average sensible heat flux and latent heat flux, this 
method is considered as an indirect but aggregative 
method (further noted SEB method) in case of surface 
heterogeneity conditions (Guyot et al., 2009; Meijninger 
et al., 2002). Scintillometry is an optical method which 
consists of measuring a scintillation structure parameter 
(Cn² ) between a transmitter and a receiver installed at 
both edges of the studied area. In the optical domain, 
scintillation (refractive index fluctuation) is primarily 
caused by both spatial and temporal temperature varitt
ability between a light source and a receiver. It has been 
linked to temperature turbulent characteristics (Tatartt
skii, 1961) and then to sensible heat flux through Monin 
Obukov Similarity Theory (Hill et al., 1992). With the dett
velopment of reliable microwave instrumentation the 
scintillometry method using microwave signal (Andreas, 
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cel represented a 2500 m² catchment whose outlet was 
equipped with a manhole (Fig 2). The structure of the 
ground was composed of a 5 cm thick layer of asphalt 
concrete pavement above an old filled ballast layer chartt
acterized by a very low porosity. The surrounding areas 
remained dry during the simulated showers, a condition 
that might generate a cool island and create divergent 
fluxes close to the ground during the spraying, but the 
diverging flow ended immediately after the end of the 
sprinkling. The surrounding environment consisted of a 
lowttree forest 100 m far to the west (Fig. 1a) and one 
tree row 100 m far to the north. The simulated rain flow 
rate (P in Eq. 1) was measured by a flowmeter at the 
pump and two rain gauges were monitoring natural 
rains. Percolation and soil water storage were monitored 
at the point scale and evaluated at parcel scale by means 

1989) recently found new perspectives to measure more 
directly aggregated latent heat fluxes at landscape scale, 
including urban canopy (Ward et al., 2015a; Ward et al., 
2015b). However, there is nowadays no such microwave 
instrumentation available for hectare scales.

The field campaign was conducted from May 29 to 
June 19, 2004. The study site was a parking lot located 
within the IFSTTAR institute at Bouguenais (47°9.3’ N, 
1°38.95’ W) close to Nantes, France. About 40 km far from 
the Atlantic coast, this site is under the meteorological 
influence of the ocean but far enough to be never influtt
enced by coastal breezes. 

The instrumented area consisted of 50 m x 50 m flat 
bare asphalt (Fig. 1a), equipped with a sprinkler network 
supplied by a hydraulic pump simulating precipitation 
events with intensities up to 16 mm h–1. The asphalt partt

Figure 1. (a) View of the experimental site during a simulated rain event (the north is on the right); (b) zoom on 
some of the instruments. From left to right: small aperture scintillometers, radiation and wind sensors, 3D sonic 
anemometers and Krypton hygrometers at 2 m and 1 m.
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of borehole piezometers and humidity profiles. The total 
runoff RR was measured through a Vtnotch weir installed 
in the outlet manhole. The water temperature was meatt
sured by thermocouples at the pump and at the outlet. 
In addition, 4 thermocouples were set to average the 
surface temperature which allow to estimate the energy 
storage and export by the water layer. The ground heat 
flux and storage were derived from a heat plate and from 
profiles with eight thermocouples from the surface to a 50 
cm depth, using a harmonic method (Heusinkveld et al., 
2004; Van Wijk and De Vries, 1963; Verhoef, 2004), which 
was shown to be very relevant for our case study. The net 
radiation was derived from a fourtcomponent radiometer 
(Kipp & Zonen). Meteorological variables were measured 
between 1 and 2 m above the surface. Two different sentt
sor systems were used for measuring the sensible and latt
tent heat fluxes: (i) two identical packages composed of a 
sonic anemotthermometer and a fast opentpath krypton 
hygrometer (KH2O, Campbell Sci.) operated at 1 and 2 m 
above the ground using EC method, (ii) a small aperture 
scintillometer (SLS20, Scintec) set at a height of 1.2 m for 
measuring the average sensible heat flux over a 70 m long 
diagonal transect (Fig. 1b). A detailed description of the intt
strumentation has been provided by Cohard et al. (2018).

The EC sensor heights were derived from a sensitivtt
ity analysis of the footprint model developed by Schmid 
and Oke (1990) to verify the requirements for a suitable 

Figure 2. Sketches of the measurement site showing the sprinkled experimental square (dashed line), sprinkler 
system (dotted blue lines), scintillometer beam (red line), two eddy-covariance sensor sets (red dots), meteoro--
logical station (red square), outlet manhole (white triangle), ground heat flux plate (G), and thermocouple sets 
(T). The coloured areas show the occurrence probabilities of the source function (80% contributions) of the eddy 
covariance measurements at 2 m, with the location of the individual 15 min maxima (black dots), for the entire 
data set (a) and for the ensemble of 3-hour drying periods after rain events (b).

minimum and maximum installation height. The meatt
surement quality also required that the EC sensor height 
was at least one order of magnitude larger than its spatt
tial resolution (10 cm). Results for the 2 m high sensor 
(Fig. 2) show that (i) the maximum of the footprint functt
tion was always located within the asphalt area and (ii) 
the probability that 80% of the flux contributions were 
issued from the measurement square was of 45% for the 
whole data set and 70% for the data obtained during the 
showers and drying periods.

During the month of June 2004, the anticyclonic situtt
ation was favourable with sunny conditions, rare cumutt
lus and low winds (< 3 m st1) from the northwest until 
the end of the campaign. Only one natural rain event 
was observed on June 10 at 12:30, and some drizzle 
occurred during the night of June 8–9, associated with 
some nebulosity in the morning. The surface temperatt
ture remained always higher than the air temperature, 
even at night by at least 3.75 K and up to 23.3 K at midt
day. The data were recorded continuously from June 6, 
a reference day without rain event, to June 11 with two 
simulated showers each day (three on June 9) at differtt
ent times of the day; the second shower started after the 
asphalt had completely dried out. The showers lasted 20 
to 40 minutes. The available data set includes the 6tday 
time series of 40 validated measured variables and 10t20 
analysed variables.
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Results
Time series of LE measured with the EC method and 

derived from the SEB method (Fig. 3) were used to evalutt
ate the different methods and characterize the asphalt 
surface energetic response to rain events. The main rett
sults are summarized below:

• The rapid response of the surface to simulated showtt
ers was represented by large positive peaks in LE (the 
event of June 10 at 12:30 was a natural rain). The EC meatt
surements at 2 m and even more so at 1 m were lower 
than the SEB estimations during most of the rain events. 
This is intrinsic to the EC method which is known to untt
derestimate turbulent fluxes (H + LE) when compared 
to radiative and ground heat fluxes (Rn – G –QR). For the 
whole data series, we observed an average energy budtt
get imbalance of around 30% of the available surface entt
ergy for measurements at 1 m (slope 0.70, R2 = 0.85) and 
24% for measurements at 2 m (slope 0.76, R2 = 0.79). This 
is partly due to surface heterogeneity which are better 
aggregated with the SEB method. Thus, despite possible 
measurement error accumulation when using the SEB 
method, time series are temporally in very good agreett

ment and slightly superior to EC measurements.
• The uncertainty associated with the available enertt

gy (Rn – G) estimates mainly associated with the ground 
heat flux G, was assessed using nightttime data when 
no turbulent fluxes (H, LE) were measured by the EC 
systems (nights of June 6, 10 and 11 in Figure 3), and 
when the residual of the energy budget was lower than 
20 W m–2. 

• During the June 7–8 night, the effect of a drizzle 
event was visible in the EC measurements at 1 m but not 
at 2 m, showing that the neartneutral nocturnal conditt
tion hindered the vertical transfer between 1 and 2 m 
while the surface was still drying during several hours, as 
shown by the SEB estimation. 

• Negative values were observed in the SEB residual 
time series at nightttime and early morning of June 9. 
During that night, surface condensation might occur and 
negative fluxes were also measured by the EC systems.  
During this morning the continuous decrease of the SEB 
residual cannot be explained based on our data set.

• In June 9 and 11, the residual from the SEB method 
showed strong alternations of positive and negative latt

Figure 3.  Comparison of the latent heat flux estimated from the SEB residual using the scintillometer heat flux 
measurement and from the EC measurements at 1 m and at 2 m. Red rectangles along the time axis are the rain 
events. The inset is a zoom on June 10 events from 06:00 UTC till 19:00 UTC.
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tent heat fluxes due to very unsteady conditions during 
and just after the rain events. It should be noted that the 
different fluxes contributing to the SEB energy budget 
have different time constants, e.g. ~0.1 s for scintillomtt
etry heat flux and several minutes for ground heat flux. 
Therefore, the derived latent heat may strongly fluctutt
ate if the input fluxes, namely net radiation and ground 
heat flux, are not exactly in phase. 

• Integrating these latent heat flux time series at event 
scale (see Cohard et al. 2018), the closure of the water 
budget (P – RR - (ρa Lw)-1 LE ) / P  was reached within 9 
–10% on average using the ECtbased evaporation meatt
surements and within 5% using the SEB method. These 
results could have probably been improved (by 8% and 
4% respectively) by accounting for infiltration, which 
was estimated at 0.1–0.2 mm for a similar surface (Ratt
mier et al., 2011).

• Evaporative fraction (EF = LE/(H+LE)) and Bowen ratio 
(H/LE) time series estimated from minute data (H from 
scintillometry and LE from SEB method) showed constant 
values (EF ~0.8 and Bowen ~0.25) as long as the surface 
was wet (30 – 45 min in our case for hot sunny conditt
tions). EF (Bowen ratio) values decreased (increased) and 
returned to zero (infinity) when dry patches appeared 
on the parking lot. 

Conclusion

For the first time, we led an experiment to document 
simultaneously all the water and energy budget terms of 
an asphalt concrete parking lot surface. This provided a 
complete data set, available upon request, which led to 
a reduction in the uncertainties in urban surface behavtt
iours after a rain event. All results, both on the energy 
and water terms, may be found in Cohard et al. (2018), 
some of which have been reported above. 

This experimental study demonstrated the interest 
of implementing micrometeorological and hydrologitt
cal instrumentations and methods jointly for assessing 
the earth system behaviour and more specifically the 
urban climatology. This research is also the result of a 
shared vision between IFSTTAR the French institute of 
science and technology for transport, development and 
networks and the INSU CNRS department (National Intt
stitute for Universe Sciences). This shared vision allows a 
more rapid connection of scientific results to adaptation 
strategy. Since then, we further developed our cooperatt
tion between urban microtmeteorologists and hydrolott
gists in the framework of IRSTV/IFSTTAR collaboration 
for modelling studies as well as experimental surveys, 
especially around our communal observatory ONEVU  
in Nantes. This aimed at improving the scientific knowltt
edge on urban area behaviour through continuous 
monitoring and field campaigns. 
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Introduction 
Prolonged exposure to heat and extreme heat events 

is associated with high morbidity and mortality rates in 
the United States (US). In 2017, hurricanes Irma and Matt
ria caused massive power outages and pointed to the 
harmful and potentially deadly effects of heat exposure 
as the aftermath of natural disasters. Coastal communitt
ties in the Southeastern US are used to high temperatt
tures; however, they are not prepared for prolonged 
exposure to heat. To address this issue, cities must dett
velop heat response plans (HRP) that reduce health risks 
related to prolonged exposure (Luber and McGeehin, 
2008). To do so public health, emergency management, 
planning agencies and climatologists must work collabtt
oratively to develop plans that (a) identify attrisk populatt
tions through heat vulnerability maps, (b) create public 
communication strategies, and (c) incorporate environtt
mental design strategies that mitigate the effects of heat 
in urban areas. 

This short paper introduces the collaborative framett
work applied to work with local, state and federal agentt
cies to address heat vulnerability in Chatham County, 
GA. It uses a combination of geodesign (Batty, 2013; 
Dangermond, 2010; Ervin, 2011; Flaxman, 2010a; Steintt
itz, 2012) and cotproduction (Dilling and Lemos, 2011; 
Eriksen et al. 2015; Jasanoff 2004; Meadow et al. 2015) 
frameworks to engage with practitioners from governtt
mental institutions to cotproduce a replicable methodtt
ological framework to address heat health impacts. The 
use of this methodology also seeks to aid landtuse plantt
ners to visualize and understand localized and dynamic 
climate processes that affect human health.

Case Study – Chatham County, GA
Chatham County is on the coast of the US state of 

Georgia. Its county seat and largest city is Savannah, a 
historic port city and tourist attraction. The choice of site 
and focus occurs for three reasons: (1) Like many coastal 
counties, planning departments both at the county and 
city level in Chatham County have begun to discuss clitt
mate through stormwater management and sea level 
rise, while addressing the vulnerability of such cities to 
flooding. Such actions and interests stem from the crett
ation of the BiggerttWaters Act (2012), that presents 
changes to the US Federal Flood Insurance, and has gentt
erated an opportunity to discuss the impacts of climate 
on communities. (2) Chatham County is situated in a 

Integrating Planning and Climate: A Collaborative 
Framework to Address Heat Vulnerability
This article reflects ongoing dissertation research, presented during ICUC10 in August 2018.

hotthumid climatic region of the state of Georgia, thus 
exposed to heat, particularly in the summer. Recent rett
ports (ASTHOCCC, 2014; USGCRP, 2016) have pointed 
to an increase in health risks due to extreme heat extt
posure in the city of Savannah. These reports also call 
upon institutions, such as the Georgia Coastal Health 
District, to engage with planners to address growing 
risks of extreme heat events. Additionally, the county 
was impacted by power outages caused by hurricane 
Irma. And (3) Savannah’s downtown neighborhood, a 
representation of colonial planning (de Vorsey, 2012), 
has proven to be resilient to natural hazards over time. 
From a thermal standpoint its design, composed of 
plazas, allows contiguous tree cover to permeate the 
urban fabric, which promotes wind flow and reduces 
impacts of urban heat islands, as discussed by Debbage 
and Shepherd (2015).

Methodology
Collectively, very few planners and climatologists have 

attempted to address the limitations and barriers that 
exist in developing plans and policies that address urban 
climate interactions at the city scale (Snyder et al. 2012). 
While examining the literature on climate in both plantt
ning and urban climatology, this project started off by 
analyzing how methodological approaches in planning 
and urban climatology differ from each other, to better 
understand potential barriers to knowledge transfertt
ence. More specifically, the research looked at the prott
cess of understanding information through space and 
time by both disciplines. It also considered observations 
and the professional experiences of the researchers in 
one or both fields of study.

As depicted in Figure 1, participant observation 
showed that urban climatologists look at climate prott
cesses throughout time, understanding the localized 
and dynamic characteristics of the phenomenon. On 
the other hand, for planners, climate is but one issue 
that informs decisiontmaking. In the plan development 
phase information is synthesized and overlaid to comtt
pose landtuse suitability maps and analysis (McHarg, 
1971). Therefore, the analysis of the environment tends 
to be static and, in some ways, generalized. Based on the 
premise that methodological divergences are a key factt
tor in knowledge transference, this research used a comtt
bination of geodesign and cotproduction frameworks to 
develop a collaborative decisiontmaking process.
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Geodesign − Geodesign is 
a conceptual framework that 
seeks to promote a collaboratt
tive pathway for plan conceptt
tion and evaluation. As Flaxman 
(2010b) describes, “its axioms 
are that design and plan quality 
is increased by informed profestt
sional and public deliberation, 
that all projects have multiple 
impacts (good and bad), and 
that proposed changes should 
be judged within an explicit 
spatial context.” It attempts to 
overcome a tendency from dett
sign fields, such as landscape 
architecture and planning, to 
work in isolation, recognizing that urban spaces are 
complex and require a team effort (Steinitz, 2012). Furtt
thermore, geodesign attempts to break from the tratt
ditional model of design, which tends to be static, to 
embrace dynamic forms of design that look at diverse 
temporal and spatial aspects of the urban landscape 
(Batty 2013).

In this context, the use of the geodesign framework 
was made possible by using Geodesign Hub© (www.
geodesignhub.com), a planning support system (PSS) 
developed to connect geography and design in a partt
ticipatory process (Campagna et al., 2016), and applied 
to multidisciplinary and multiscale planning processes 
(Rivero et al., 2015). In simple terms, it is a geovisualtt
ization tool that incorporates aspects of Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS) as a common language bett
tween multiple fields of study.

Co-production − Similar to geodesign, cotproduction 
seeks to work in collaboration, however, it focuses on 
the production of actionable knowledge. It proposes an 
iterative process between science and decisiontmaktt
ing fields to develop research questions and methods 
(Lemos and Morehouse, 2005). It aims to address comtt
plex sociotenvironmental issues, understanding that 
they are intertwined and affected by scientific knowltt
edge and decisions made with them (Jasanoff 2004). 
However, as discussed by Meadows et al. (2015) it is 
still an ongoing process, with promising potentials if 
explored through different avenues and integrated to 
multiple disciplines. The combination of the geodesign 
and cotproduction frameworks attempts to simultatt
neously incorporate methods familiar to design fields, 
while recognizing the transdisciplinary nature of an HRP 
and its sociotenvironmental ramifications.

Defining research and application needs − Followtt
ing the cotproduction framework, the project began 

through conversations with collaborators from plantt
ning, public engagement, natural resources and public 
health fields to decide which climatic issues needed to 
be addressed from a planning perspective. The discustt
sions focused on potential climate hazards and knowltt
edge that could be produced to reduce risks. A total of 
9 meetings took place between July and November of 
2017. These initial conversations pointed to a need for 
addressing heat vulnerability, particularly in the aftertt
math of a major hurricane and power outages. The diftt
ficulties of incorporating new models and software to 
existing decisiontmaking practices were also discussed. 
Some of the participants had ongoing experiences with 
flood resiliency planning and discussed the challenges 
of using tools and datasets that were not compatible 
with current practices. All collaborators recognized the 
need to visualize how climate is impacted by urban mortt
phology and how people will feel under certain thermal 
conditions. The feedback received during this phase led 
the project to focus on heat, and led to the proposal for 
developing an HRP for Chatham County. 

The preliminary meetings led the research to two key 
questions: (1) what methodology would be best suited 
to spatially and temporally depict heat vulnerability, 
while using readily available data? and (2) who should 
be involved in the collaborative process? The project 
partnered with the Coastal Regional Commission (CRC) 
of Georgia to engage with landtuse planners and attt
tempt to understand potential avenues for the developtt
ment of an HRP. It also requested collaboration from the 
National Weather Service (NWS) and Chatham County 
Emergency Management (CEMA). The format chosen for 
the workshop was a 1tandtathalftday workshop, using 
Geodesign Hub©, followed by a 45tminute focus group 
to discuss the process, knowledge exchange, sustainabiltt
ity and implementation of an HRP. The workshop took 
place between July 17 and 18, 2018, in Richmond Hill, 

Figure 1. Methodological divergences between urban climatology 
and physical planning. 

www.geodesignhub.com
www.geodesignhub.com
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Figure 2. Photograph taken during the negotiation phase of the workshop.

Georgia. There were nine participants in attendance, six 
members from the CRC, a private planning consultant, 
a member from the NWS and another from CEMA. Also, 
two members from the University of Georgia worked on 
mediation and note taking, with remote support from 
one member from the University of Georgia and another 
from Geodesign Hub.

The workshop began with two hours of presentations 
and discussions. Representatives from the NWS, CEMA, 
and the University of Georgia talked about the forecasttt
ing and messaging process, statistics on current and 
predicted vulnerabilities, the existing CEMA Comfort 
Station plan, and the linkages between landtuse, heat 
and health. Participants were encouraged to ask questt
tions, make comments and express their experiences 
with the use of climate data. The intent of this part of 
the workshop was to start a conversation and stimulate 
knowledge exchange between professionals from clitt
mate and planning fields. 

After presentations participants were introduced to 
the Geodesign Hub platform and were asked to use it as 
a tool to develop an HRP. Participants began the process 
with a set of eight evaluation maps, developed by the 
research team with the use of readily available datasets. 
Categories ranged from green infrastructure (divided 
into two maps: Savannah and Chatham County), envitt
ronmental vulnerability, social vulnerability, housing dett
mand, housing vulnerability, transportation and heat. 

The heat dataset was developed in collaboration with 
the University of Georgia’s Center for Geospatial Rett
search to produce an evaluation map that considered 
spatial and temporal aspects of heat. The heat evaluatt

tion map produced is the result of the compilation of 44 
Landsat satellites 5 and 7 images, surface reflected cortt
rected (Tier 1). The images were analyzed for brightness 
temperature (Band 6), during summer months (June 
through August) between the years of 1994 and 2012. 
The evaluation map was generated through the develtt
opment of an adapted model of the applied extreme 
heat vulnerability index (Johnson et al., 2012).*

Participants initially worked individually, each focused 
on a single evaluation category. They proposed policies 
and projects that would seek to mitigate or address heat 
vulnerability. For instance, a participant working on 
green infrastructure focused on policies that promoted 
urban greening and proposed projects for the creation 
of greenways and parks that served more vulnerable artt
eas of the county. On the second day of the workshop 
participants were split up into two groups, one tasked 
to focus on the physical planning (e.g. sustainable dett
velopment), while the other was tasked with heat health 
and communication (e.g. siting of cooling stations and 
health promotion policies). Each group set priorities and 
goals, and produced a plan using the policies and projtt
ects proposed during the evaluation phase. Once the 
teams produced their plans, they were then asked to 
present them and discuss the points of divergence. This 
then led them to a negotiation phase so that the teams 
could combine their visions into a single HRP.  

Results
The workshop served as a test to see how collabott

ration focused on methodology can promote a better 
understanding of issues at the intersection of planning 

* The development of this methodology is part of an ongoing dissertation project and will be described in detail in future publications by the authors.
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and urban climatology. The negotiation phase showed 
how the initial presentations and discussions created 
a base of knowledge for the group. Discussions during 
the negotiation phase at times resulted in research for 
supporting evidence of the decisions made. Participants 
from different fields expressed their disciplinary undertt
standings of how a policy or project could be effective 
in responding to heat, and the group compromised on 
actions based on knowledge exchange. The resulting 
plan can be seen in Figure 3. Moreover, the participants 
all struggled in some way to interpret or visually reptt
resent their ideas. For the nontplanners, the scale and 
unfamiliarity with the use of tools such as GIS and outlintt
ing ideas, seemed intimidating. While for the planners 
the topic seemed foreign and though relatable, some 
struggled to propose actions without the establishment 
of guidelines.

During the 45tminute focus group the participants 
discussed the need for further dissemination of informatt
tion concerning heat and its relations to the built envitt
ronment. The group recognized that Chatham County 
has a growing elderly population, projected to grow by 
70.8% by 2030, and identified the need for the incorpott
ration of heat as a component of the existing Regional 
Assessment and Regional Comprehensive Plan. This 
would not only raise awareness on heat vulnerability for 
Chatham County, but for surrounding coastal counties 
in the state. Furthermore, the group discussed the need 
for the creation of what was described as a Heat Coalitt
tion. It would be composed of regional, county and city 
planning departments, the Georgia Department of Nattt
ural Resources, local nontprofit organizations, Chatham 

County Health Department, the NWS, CEMA, among othtt
ers. The intention, according to the participants, would 
be to create a concerted effort to keep the collaborative 
framework going, recognizing the complexity of heat 
response planning, as well as the need for continuous 
knowledge transference and decisiontmaking support.

Discussion
This project takes a transdisciplinary approach to intt

tegrate urban climatology and landtuse planning to 
understand practical barriers to the creation of an HRP. 
It innovates by collaboratively working with decisiont
makers focused on planning and weathertclimate to 
identify struggles in the incorporation of urban climatoltt
ogy, as a component of plans at a county scale. The use 
of geodesign and cotproduction seem to reinforce the 
initial observations that led to the premise that knowltt
edge transference struggles are related to methodology 
and practice. The workshop tested the use of temporal 
evaluations of heat vulnerability to better express the 
dynamic and localized effects of climate. At the same 
time, by using Geodesign Hub, the research sought to 
find a platform for decisiontmaking that displayed infortt
mation and promoted collaborative decisiontmaking. 
While previous studies have focused on knowledge gaps 
and the creation of new methods, this approach seeks 
to understand practice and its compatibility to dynamic 
and localized effects of climate. Moreover, this approach 
seeks to find replicable forms of addressing climate decitt
siontmaking without attempting to create a generaliztt
able methodology. There is no ‘one size fits all’ approach 
to climate planning.

Figure 3. Negotiated HRP plan developed during the July 17 -18, 2018 workshop in Richmond Hills, GA.
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Abstract
LargetEddy Simulations (LES) with inflow boundary 

conditions were used to investigate stable stratification 
effects on turbulence and dispersion over a ruralttoturtt
ban transition region. Firstly, LES results for weakly statt
ble stratification conditions (Ri=0.2) were validated with 
data from wind tunnel experiments for a stable boundtt
ary layer over a regular array of cuboid buildings. Mean 
velocity, normal stresses and mean concentration from a 
groundtlevel point source were in good agreement. Subtt
sequently, LES of greater stratification (0.2<Ri≤1) were 
performed with a line source downstream of the step 
change in surface roughness. It was found that the mean 
concentration of the line source at Ri=1 was two times 
greater than that at Ri=0.2 below the canopy. More intertt
estingly, the mean concentration of the point source bett
low the canopy at Ri=1 was found to be four times greattt
er than that at Ri=0.2 due to the decrease of both lateral 
and vertical scalar spreading above the canopy at high 
Richardson number. The analysis of vertical turbulent 
fluxes of the line source in several streamwise locations 
confirmed that the vertical scalar mixing decreased with 
increasing stratification. Moreover, the height where the 
vertical flux became negligible decreased as the stratifitt
cation increased, maybe due to the trapping effects of 
the internal boundary layer (IBL) which is shallower for 
stronger stratification.

Introduction

Until recently, only a few wind tunnel (e.g. Marucci 
et al, 2018) and numerical studies (e.g. Korycki et al, 
2016; Xie et al, 2013) have examined the effects of thertt
mal stratification on turbulent structures and the distt
persion over urban canopy of varying morphologies. 
These works have shown that stratification effects on 
turbulence and dispersion are not negligible even untt
der weakly unstable or stable thermal conditions (e.g. 
Boppana et al, 2014, Tomas et al, 2016; Xie et al, 2013). 
Tomas et al (2016) investigated the effect of stable stratitt
fication on flow and line source dispersion by simulattt
ing a smoothtwall boundary layer entering a generic urtt
ban environment. They found that under weakly stable 
thermal conditions (Ri=0.147) the depth of the internal 
boundary layer (IBL) was 14% shallower after 24 rows of 
obstacles compared to neutral conditions and the turtt
bulent kinetic energy (TKE) was reduced by 21%. As a 
consequence, the areataveraged street concentration 
from a line source in stable conditions was found to be 
17% higher than that in neutral conditions due to the 

Stable stratification effects in a spatiallyddeveloping 
urban boundary layer

decreased streamwise advection and pollutant trapping 
in the IBL. Nevertheless, they simulated an approachingt
flow with smoothtwall properties, therefore turbulence 
intensity and integral lengthtscales achieved upstream 
of the step change did not  represent a genuine rural 
boundary layer. Therefore, the simulation does not modtt
el a ruralttoturban transition. Moreover, stable stratificatt
tion effects on dispersion from a line source are much 
weaker than those for  a point source dispersion at the 
same Richardson number, because for the former the 
dispersion  only appears to occur in the streamwise and 
vertical directions while for the latter it occurs in three 
directions. In this paper we systematically examined the 
effects of various stratification conditions (Ri≤1) over a 
ruralttoturban transition region. We were particularly intt
terested in understanding to what extent the dispersion 
of gas from point source and line sources were affected 
by stable stratification.

Numerical settings
The LES model was implemented within the CFD 

package OpenFOAM. The following set of filtered equatt
tions were solved: the momentum equation in buoytt
ancytdriven flow [Eq. 1], the filtered transport equation 
of a passive scalar [Eq. 2] and the filtered temperature 
transport equation [Eq. 3].

[1] 

[2]

[3]

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, and C and T are  
respectively the concentration of the scalar and tempertt
ature. The subgridtscale (SGS) viscosity νr was calculated 
by applying the mixedttime scale model. S is the source 
term, K and Kr are the molecular and subtgrid turbulent 
diffusivities and D and Dr are the molecular and subt
grid thermal diffusivities. The array of regular buildings 
modelled in this paper represents part of a larger array 
used in a wind tunnel experiment designed to simulate 
a neighbourhoodtscale region. An efficient inflow turtt
bulence generation method (Xie and Castro, 2018) was 
used at inlet with prescribed mean velocity, Reynolds 
stresses and integral length scales, which were obtained 
from a turbulent boundary layer developed over a surtt
face roughness of thin plates in the wind tunnel (WT). 
For nontneutral condition cases, the turbulence data at 
the inlet were all the same as those WT data at Ri=0.2 
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(Marucci et al, 2018). The same method was used to prett
scribe the WT mean temperature profile and temperatt
ture variance at the LES inlet. Periodic conditions were 
used at the lateral boundaries, stresstfree conditions 
were used at the top and zerotgradient velocity was 
used at the outlet. The Reynolds number based on buildtt
ing height h was approximately 10,000 and the flow was 
averaged over 180 flowtpasses. The section of the array 
modelled is shown in Fig.1 where the street units paraltt
lel to the x axis are h long and referred to as ‘short street’ 
hereinafter. Street unit parallel to the z axis are 2h long 
and referred to as ‘long street’. 

The rectangular array comprised 48 uniform buildtt
ings with resolution  h/16, spacing h and plan area dentt
sity λp=0.33. The groundtlevel point source S1 was positt
tioned at x/h=13 and the groundtlevel line source S2 was 
placed at x/h=10.

Results
Validation − LES results for mean streamwise veloctt

ity, mean concentration from the point source S1 (Fig. 
1), streamwise and lateral Reynolds stresses for neutral 
(Ri=0) and weakly stable conditions (Ri=0.2) were valitt
dated against WT measurements (Marucci et al, 2018) 
in three different locations. Fig. 2 shows the comparison 
below and immediately above the canopy, over a vertitt
cal line at the street intersection at x=16h (position P, Fig. 
1). The mean concentration was normalized as follows:

[4]
where u0 is the reference velocity at the top of the dott
main and Q is the emission rate. The comparison shows 
that LES predictions of mean velocity (Fig. 2a), streamtt
wise stress (Fig. 2b), lateral stress (Fig. 2c) and mean contt
centration (Fig. 2d) at Ri=0.2 were in very good agreett

Figure 1. A sketch of the array configuration: dimensions of buildings and streets, the coordinate system, the 
source positions S1 and S2 and measurement locations P, P1 and P2.

ment with WT measurements below and immediately 
above the canopy. The streamwise stress at Ri=0.2 was 
found to be three times smaller than that at Ri=0. Simitt
larly the lateral stress at Ri=0.2 and close to the ground 
was found to be four times smaller than that at Ri=0. This 
confirmed that even under weakly stable conditions, the 
turbulent kinetic energy is significantly damped by the 
buoyancy gradient. Fig. 2d shows that LES mean contt
centration from a point source at Ri=0.2 was four times 
greater than that at Ri=0 close to the ground.

Dispersion in increasing stratification − LES mean contt
centration from the point source S1 was analysed at pott
sition P1 at Ri=0.2, 0.5, 0.7 and 1 over a vertical line (Fig. 
3a). The mean concentration at x=5h from the source 
increased significantly close to the ground with strontt
ger stratification. In particular, at Ri=1 it was found to be 
four times greater than that at Ri=0.2. Conversely, above 
y=0.5h the mean concentration decreased with increastt
ing stratification due to the reduced vertical mixing. Simtt
ilarly, vertical mean concentration from the line source 
S2 was analysed at a distance of x=5h in position P2 for 
various stratification conditions (Fig. 3b). The mean contt
centration from the line source increased close to the 
ground with stronger stratification. However, the mean 
nontdimensional concentration close to the ground at 
Ri=1 was found to be less than twice the mean concentt
tration at Ri=0.2 and about 10% different from that at 
Ri=0.7. This is partly because the same turbulence statt
tistics were used at the inlet for all nontneutral cases. It 
is to be noted that dispersion from the line source is a 
2D problem where the plume is laterally homogeneous. 
This means that the increased concentration close to the 
ground for greater stratification demonstrates the impact 
of reduced vertical mixing above the canopy.
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Figure 2. LES (Ri=0.2 and Ri=0) and WT (Ri=0.2) comparison at position P (Fig.1). Mean streamwise velocity 
(a), streamwise Reynolds stress (b), lateral Reynolds stress (c) and normalized mean concentration (d).

Figure 3. (a) LES normalized mean concentration of point source S1 (Fig.1) over a vertical line (P1, Fig.1) 
and (b) LES normalized mean concentration of line source S2 over a vertical line (P2, Fig.1) for various 
stratification conditions (Ri≤1).
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Vertical fluxes in increasing stratification −  The vertical turtt
bulent flux of scalar dispersion was normalized as follows:

[5]

where v is the vertical velocity and v’ the vertical velocity 
fluctuation, C and c’ are filtered concentration and contt
centration fluctuation respectively. The first term on the 
rightthand side is the total vertical flux while the second 
term on the rightthand side is the vertical advective flux. 
Fig. 4 shows the vertical turbulent flux of the line source 
S2 in several streamwise locations for various stratificatt
tion conditions (Ri≤1). The figure also shows the depth of 
the  IBL at Ri=0 as calculated by Sessa et al (2018). It was 
found that the vertical flux decreased as the stratification 
increased and thus, the vertical mixing was reduced. 

For example, the vertical flux at Ri=0.2 decreased by 
almost half in most locations as the stratification was 
increased up to Ri=1. Sessa et al (2018) found that the 
vertical turbulent flux decayed quickly when approachtt
ing the interface of the IBL. Here, the height where the 
vertical flux becomes negligible decreased as the stratitt
fication increased. In particular, the vertical flux at x=22h 
and at Ri=1 was found to be negligible above the height 
y=2h, which was 30% lower than the height at Ri=0.2. Actt
cording to Tomas et al (2016), this might be due to the 
trapping effects of the IBL which is shallower for stronger 
stratification.

Conclusions
In this paper we examined LES predictions for varitt

ous stratification (0≤Ri≤1) on turbulence, line and point 
source dispersion over a ruralttoturban transition region. 
Comparisons of mean velocity, Reynolds stresses and 
mean concentration at Ri=0.2 were found to be in good 
agreement with WT data. We confirmed that turbulent kitt
netic energy is significantly damped even under weakly 
stratified conditions. Mean concentration from the point 
source at Ri=1 was found to be significantly greater than 
that at  Ri=0.2 close to the ground. Mean concentration 
from the line source at Ri=1 was also found to be greater 
than that at Ri=0.2 but the increase was less significant 

than that of the point source. Because dispersion of the 
line source is somewhat similar to a 2D problem, the intt
creased concentration close to the ground demonstrates 
the impact of reduced vertical mixing above the canopy. 
The analysis of vertical turbulent flux for the line source 
dispersion revealed that the increased stratification 
damped vertical scalar mixing. In addition, the height 
where the vertical flux became negligible decreased as 
the stratification increased. We conclude that the impact 
of even a weakly thermal stratification  on groundtlevel 
dispersion within an array is definitely not negligible.
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Background and current limitations

Roughness length is one of the key parameters required 
to forecast wind using a regional climate model. The roughtt
ness length may vary greatly depending on the land cover 
types and morphological characteristics. For example, urtt
ban areas generally have a higher roughness length value; 
while grassland and water bodies have lower values. Given 
the variation of roughness in different areas, obtaining a 
representative roughness length value is crucial to improve 
wind speed predictions and eventually to enable more actt
curate pollutant dispersion forecasts by associated chemitt
cal models.

Currently, in the Weather Research and Forecasting 
(WRF) model, roughness length is determined by a looktup 
table based on the land use category. In the looktup table, 
several discrete values are assigned to ‘urban’, which is still 
not representative of the heterogeneous morphological 
properties. Such unrepresentative roughness length valtt
ues would lead to an underestimation or overestimation of 
wind speed in the urban areas, as the urban canopy is not 
accurately reflected in WRF.

To better represent the roughness elements in urban 
areas and hence improve wind speed prediction, urban 
canopy models in WRF are implemented, known as urban 
WRF (uWRF) (Chen et al., 2011). These urban canopy modtt
els are the Single Layer Urban Canopy Model (SLUCM), the 
Building Effect Parameterization (BEP) and the BEP coupled 
with Building Energy Model (BEPtBEM) respectively. These 
models are able to take anthropogenic heat and the imtt
pacts of the urban canopy into account. However, each of 
the models has its own limitations. The SLUCM assumes all 
buildings are below the first model layer (i.e. the first vertitt
cal layer near the ground) of the WRF simulation. Despite 
no such restriction in BEP and BEPtBEM, both require a 
higher vertical resolution near the ground. Such a setting 
will inevitably lead to a high computational cost.

Given these limitations, it is difficult to perform an optt
erational forecast using uWRF for regions where there are 
exceptional amounts of skyscrapers, such as the Pearl River 
Delta (PRD) region in southern China. As such, this study attt
tempts to refine the roughness length values in WRF based 
on the metadata and morphological characteristics of Local 
Climate Zones (LCZ) from the World Urban Database and 
Access Portal Tools (WUDAPT) products. By having a more 
representative roughness length value, wind speed predictt
tion from WRF could be improved, and it would also help 
the associated operational pollutant dispersion models.

The WUDAPT data and its use in roughness length caldd
culation

WUDAPT is a collaborative project which aims to collect 
land use and morphology data in different cities (Ching et 

Refinement of the roughness length for the Weather Research and 
Forecasting Model based on an understanding of Local Climate Zones

al., 2014). Data collected from the project can be categott
rized into different levels of detail, from land use classifitt
cation (“Level 0”) to sufficient and accurate parameters for 
boundarytlayer models (“Level 2”).

In this study, we applied the “Level 0” data from the WUtt
DAPT project covering the Guangdong province. As the 
LCZs classification and several statistical morphological 
parameters concerning each LCZ are readily available, it is 
possible for us to calculate roughness length.

Besides, there are two advantages to using WUDAPT. 
First, a high resolution (100 m) of LCZ classification is availtt
able. Second, the LCZs classification, as defined by Stewart 
and Oke (2012), is capable of classifying the heterogeneous 
nature of urban areas. In the LCZs classification, there are 
ten categories to distinguish different urban types based 
on the compactness and height of buildings. These two 
advantages allowed us to have a more accurate roughness 
length value.

Based on the approximated road width, roof width and 
building height in each LCZ, the averaged morphologitt
cal parameters in each 1tkm grid cell are obtained. Then, 
these morphological parameters are normalized by the cortt
responding urban fraction in the grid cell, and will be used 
to calculate the roughness length representing urban areas 
(z0,urb) using the formula from Macdonald, Griffiths and Hall 
(1988):

where H is the building height, d is the displacement height, 
β is a constant with value 1.0 (calibrated from experimental 
data), Cd is the drag coefficient, κ is von Kármán’s constant 
and λf is the frontal area index. The calculation of the frontal 
area index and displacement height will adopt the approach 
used in SLUCM.

Since urban planning policies differ from place to place, 
Hong Kong and regions outside Hong Kong have their own 
set of morphological parameters.

Regarding the roughness length representing rural areas, 
we retain the traditional looktup approach from the Noah 
Land Surface Scheme (NoahtLSM) (Tewari et al., 2004) in 
WRF, where the roughness length value is determined based 
on the land use category. For each rural type of LCZ, we look 
up its roughness length value, which should be consistent 
with the value specified in WRF, and multiply by its corrett
sponding LCZ fraction in the 1tkm grid cell. By summing the 
resultant values of the rural LCZs, roughness length values 
representing rural areas are obtained (z0,rur). Consequently, 
the final estimated roughness length (z0) will be calculated 
by the following formula, in which λu is the urban fraction:
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The spatial distribution of roughness length before and 
after the update is depicted in Figure 1. The distribution of 
roughness length after the update is consistent with the actt
tual situation. Areas with a certain proportion of skyscrapers 
generally attain a higher roughness length value, including 
Hong Kong Island, Macau and Guangzhou city (2.5t3 m). 
Moreover, the roughness length becomes more discrete 
when compared with the original looktup table approach. 

Experiment setup
To test the impact of refining roughness length on the 

wind speed prediction, WRF simulations were performed. 
The simulation periods cover January and July in 2010, which 
correspondingly represent winter and summer scenarios. In 
the simulations, a total of 4 domains with horizontal resolutt
tion 27 km (domain 1), 9 km (domain 2), 3 km (domain 3) 
and 1 km (domain 4) are configured. Domain 4 covering the 
PRD region is the area of interest in this study.

To apply the new roughness length dataset in WRF, the 
NoahtLSM is modified accordingly. The model will use the 
newly calculated roughness length value whenever availtt
able. Otherwise the default looktup method is applied.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of roughness length before and after updating the roughness length estima--
tion (unit in m) in (a-b) domain 3 covering major cities in Guangdong province and (c-d) the PRD region.

Simulations results

Various statistical metrics and spatial plots are performed 
to evaluate the changes.

Table 1 summarizes the change of root mean square error 
(RMSE), mean bias (MB), and index of acceptance (IOA) in 10t
m wind speed and 2tm temperature. These metrics are calcutt
lated using observational values from more than 100 autott
matic weather stations in the PRD region within domain 4.

From the table, it can be seen that there are general imtt
provements in wind speed regarding RMSE, MB and IOA rett
spectively. In particular, the overestimation of wind speed 
is alleviated, with RMSE and MB reduced by 15% and 30% 
correspondingly. Regarding 2tm temperature, there is altt
most no change, as the physical thermal properties of the 
surface are not modified.

Figure 2 shows the difference in 10tm wind speed before 
and after updating roughness length. Note that daytime and 
nightttime (spanning 0800 – 1600 LST and 2000 – 0400 LST, 
respectively) are averaged for the spatial plots. The figure 
suggests that the weakening of wind speed is widespread, 
especially in the urban areas where skyscrapers exist. For intt
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Table 1: Statistics metrics on 10dm wind speed and 2dm air temperature before and after updating the 
roughness length value.

Simulation cases
10-m wind speed [m s-1] 2-m temperature [K]

RMSE MB IOA RMSE MB IOA

January
Before 2.41 1.61 0.44 2.78 1.43 0.88

After 2.06 1.15 0.55 2.77 1.41 0.88

July
Before 2.73 2.01 0.32 2.01 t0.0002 0.85

After 2.40 1.60 0.45 2.04 t0.01 0.85

Figure 2. Spatial plot of 10-m wind speed (in m s-1) before and after updating roughness length in (a-b) 
January and (c-d) July.
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stance, there is a significant decrease in wind speed in the 
urban core of Hong Kong, where the decrease can be up 
to 1.5 mst1. Regions with less change in roughness length 
value have correspondingly less change in the wind speed.

Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrated through applying the 

metadata and morphological parameters of LCZs that a 1t
km2 resolution roughness length dataset has been created. 
By modifying the NoahtLSM in WRF, the roughness length 
data is integrated into the model. Afterwards, two months’ 
simulation are performed to evaluate the impact of updattt
ing roughness length.

Based on the comparison of the twotmonth simulation 
with original and updated roughness length, it is found that 
the overestimation of wind speed is successfully alleviated 
while maintaining almost the same amount of computatt
tional cost. There is no significant change in temperature as 
the thermal properties of the land surface is not modified.

It is believed that with the morphological parameters 
and refined roughness length values, wind speed predictt
tion in WRF and hence results of pollutant dispersion simutt
lation can be improved. 

Further work
There are attempts that could be made to refine the 

roughness length value further.
Firstly, the creation of 100tm resolution LCZ data is based 

on a machine learning method, through which incorrect 
classification may occur. Therefore, further improving the 
accuracy of LCZ classification would theoretically lead to a 
more accurate roughness length value.

Secondly, it is possible to couple the roughness length 
value with the vegetation parameters provided in the initial 
condition data during the model pretprocessing stage. This 
could then capture the dynamics of vegetation, e.g.the loss of 
vegetated areas due to deforestation. Eventually, the change 
of roughness elements in rural areas could be reflected.

Last, but not least, an attempt could be made to refine 
the roughness length value by using the formula from 
Kanda et al. (2013) instead of the original approach. Apart 
from considering the conventional parameters like average 
building height and frontal area index, Kanda’s approach 

also takes the standard deviation of building height into 
account. As such, it is also worthwhile to apply such an aptt
proach and evaluate its effectiveness. 
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 Special Report

To raise awareness and work towards improving 
equality and diversity within IAUC and find solutions for 
increasing participation of underrepresented groups, 
we organized the event “Equality in Urban Climate” at 
ICUCt10 in New York. Around 25 conference attendees 
participated in fruitful discussions on how to promote 
both gender and geographic equality and diversity in 
the urban climate community. Current IAUC membertt
ship statistics show that members are equally divided 
between men and women. The same should, in princitt
ple, be reflected in positions of trust in the community. 
However, out of all 46 board members since 2000, only 
22% (10 people) were female. Current board member 
statistics are more balanced with four women out of ten 
(40%). The Luke Howard Award has been presented to 
12 awardees since 2004, but only to one woman, showtt
ing that certainly there is room for improvement. Looktt
ing at the ICUC plenary presentations, men have genertt
ally dominated the statistics, and some years none of the 
speakers were women. At ICUCt10, two out of five plenatt
ry speakers were female, which is much more balanced.

So, what could be done to improve these statistics? 
The event participants were divided into small groups to 
(a) discuss reasons for gender imbalance in general, (b) 
assess imbalances within IAUC, and (c) brainstorm about 
what steps could be taken to achieve more gender and 
ethnic equality and diversity in the urban climate comtt
munity. Everyone seemed to agree that the focus should 
first be on the IAUC Board and ICUC conference activitt
ties, because those are the most important and most vistt
ible bodies for the community. In recent years, the IAUC 
board composition has become more balanced, and the 

number of female plenary speakers has grown, which rett
sulted from a stronger focus on equality aspects. Female 
nominees for board elections were encouraged, and the 
conference organizers paid more attention to imbalanctt
es. One question that arose was if geographically undertt
represented regions should be encouraged in a similar 
way or if elections should be conducted following the 
fraction of members from different continents. More sott
lutions offered included (a) appointing an IAUC Board 
member who is responsible for equality and diversity, 
(b) offering IAUC fellowships to promote equality within 
IAUC, and (c) collecting data on the members’ gender, 
race, ethnicity, country of origin, and career stage to be 
analyzed and presented regularly in the newsletter and 
at ICUC. These are small actions that can potentially have 
great impacts on the urban climate community. 

Regarding ICUC conference locations, the board could 
request a plan from host applicants on how they will prott
mote equality and diversity before and during the contt
ference. Plenary speakers and session chairs should extt
hibit a healthy mix of gender and geographic diversity. 
Posttdoc level researchers could be engaged in chairing 
and thus act as role models. Furthermore, there could 
be guidance for chairs on how to be more inclusive in 
questions and discussions (i.e. ask a female, earlytcareer 
scientist, or nontwhite first). The same diversity should 
be ensured for presenters.  Attention should also be paid 
to possible cost and visa barriers and to countries that 
encourage more diverse attendees than others. 

One of the key points raised was to increase opportutt
nities for networking and peer support. Several solutions 
exist, varying from speedtdating style events (where stutt
dents would have the chance to talk for a few minutes 
with established researchers about science, equality, 
background etc.) to womentonly dinners. 

Naturally, the discussion at the event was broader 

ICUC-10 event on Equality and Diversity in Urban Climate

By Leena Järvi, Ariane Middel and Helen Ward
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than what is summarized above, but the suggestions 
outlined here may be the first steps towards improving 
awareness, equality and diversity within IAUC. The ortt
ganized event was the first of its kind, but hopefully the 

discussions will continue in forthcoming conferences.
If you have more ideas about how to increase divertt

sity and equality, please do not hesitate to contact Leena 
Järvi (leena.jarvi@helsinki.fi).

Fractions of men and women in different academic career stages. Courtesy of Prof. Hanna Vehkamäki. 
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 Special Report

ests represent the main sink, bringing forests into cities 
means “fighting the eneny on his own battle field.”

Opening the forum was a series of fascinating plenary 
keynote addresses by Fabio Salbitano (University of Flortt
ence), C.Y. Jim (University of Hong Kong) and Joe McBride, 
who offered a historical perspective on the role of  trees 
and forests in the urban planning and landscape architt
tecture of various cultures. This whirlwind tour of urban 
greening through time led into the conference sessions, 
which were organized in three stages examining green 
cities in the Past, Present and Future. Each stage was 
further divided into sessions on the different aspects of 
change related to dynamic urban forests: Changing Peott
ple (focusing on sociotcultural issues), Changing Spaces 
and Places (focusing on design and governance issues) 
and finally, Changing Environments (focusing on biott
physical, and to a large extent climatic, issues).

Further information on WFUF 2018 can be found on 
the Forum website (https://www.wfuf2018.com/). The 
Book of Abstracts will be published online in midtJanutt
ary, and two documents have been produced as outtt
comes from the conference: A “Call for Action” and a 
description of the “Mantova Challenge/Tree Cities of the 
World programme,” which may be obtained on reques at 
InfotWFUFt2018@fao.org.  — David Pearlmutter, Editor

Northern Italy was the setting for the first ever World 
Forum on Urban Forests (WFUF), with some 700 attendtt
ees converging on the picturesque town of Mantova bett
tween 27 November and 1 December 2018. Following 
on a series of annual European (EFUF) gatherings, this 
worldwide forum attracted researchers, practitioners 
and policy makers from across the globe to discuss their 
common interest: trees in cities.

This concern for urban trees and the potential benefits 
they offer was captured in the inaugural WFUF theme, 
“Changing the nature of cities: the role of urban forestry 
for a green, healthier and happier future.” The growing 
public confidence in this potential was also evident in 
the collaboration of international and local bodies who 
cotorganized the event, including the Food and Agricultt
ture Organization (FAO), the Municipality of Mantova, the 
Italian Society of Silviculture and Forest Ecology (SISEF) 
and the Politecnico di Milano.

The scientific cotchairs of the conference, Prof. Stefano 
Boeri (Politenico di Milano and an Tongii University) and 
Prof. Cecil Konijnendijk (University of British Columbia), 
emphasized both the interdisciplinary nature of Urban 
Forestry and its prime focus on climate. Considering that 
cities of the world represent the main source of anthrott
pogenic carbon emissions to the atmosphere, and fortt

World Forum on Urban Forests
convened in Mantova, Italy

mailto:Info-WFUF-2018@fao.org
http://efuf.org/
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David Nowak (US Forest Service) presented a recent study on the global extent and benefits of urban tree cover. 

Presentations by Rocio Alonso (left) on the contribution of urban and peri-urban vegetation to improving air 
quality in Mediterranean areas, and Artur Goncalves (right) on the role of green spaces in the urban climate of 
Bragança, Portugal, were among many that explored the connection between urban forests and climatology. 
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Upcoming Conferences... 

EUROPEAN GEOSCIENCES UNION (EGU) GENERAL 
ASSEMBLy SESSION: “URBAN CLIMATE, URBAN BIOmm
METEOROLOGy, AND SCIENCE TOOLS FOR CITIES”
Vienna, Austria • April 7–12  2019 
https://www.egu2019.eu 

WORKSHOP ON OPENmGROWN AND URBAN 
TREES 2019
Freiburg, Germany • April 7t10, 2019
https://www.meteo.unitfreiburg.de/en/events/worktt
shoptontopentgrowntandturbanttreest2019

COMFORT AT THE EXTREMES: ENERGy, ECONOMy 
AND CLIMATE (CATE)
Dubai • April 10t11, 2019
https://comfortattheextremes.com

JOINT URBAN REMOTE SENSING EVENT (JURSE)
Vannes, France • May 22t24, 2019
http://www.jurse2019.org

ENERGy AND SOCIETy IN TRANSITION: 2ND INTERmm
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ENERGy RESEARCH 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Tempe, Arizona USA • May 28t31, 2019
https://www.elsevier.com/events/conferences/intertt
nationaltconferencetontenergytresearchtandtsocialt
science

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SUSTAINABILITy 
IN ENERGy AND BUILDINGS (SEBm19)
Budapest, Hungary • July 4t5, 2019
http://sebt19.kesinternational.org/

Workshop on Opendgrown and Urban Trees
Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany • 7-10 April 2019

Aim

Bringing together experts and other interested 
persons on windttree interactions and stability of 
individual, opentgrown und urban trees against 
hightimpact wind loading. The workshop provides 
information on the latest scientific findings in these 
fields. Approaches used to excite tree response to extt
ternal loads are demonstrated and discussed. 

The workshop is hosted by PD Dr. Dirk Schindler of 
Chair of Environmental Meteorology, AlberttLudtt
wigstUniversität Freiburg.

Dates are 7t10 April 2019, Registration until 28 Feb 
2019. The maximum number of participants is 30 
persons. More information: 
https://www.meteo.unitfreiburg.de/en/events/
workshoptontopentgrowntandturbanttreest2019

Detailed description
The response of opentgrown trees to wind loading is 
complex and complicated. In contrast to plantation 
foresttgrown trees, which usually have small crowns 
and only one main axis, the crowns of opentgrown 
trees are often either much larger and/or have more 
than one dominating axis. The resulting complexity 
of the windtinduced crown motion, complicates the 
in situ assessment of destructive wind loads and thus 

the assessment of tree stability. Since opentgrown 
trees are an integral part of urban spaces, the assesstt
ment of their stability against destructive wind loadtt
ing is of great importance. The importance becomes 
particularly evident when the urban tree population 
gets damaged. At irregular intervals, storms throw 
and break trees and endanger the urban populatt
tion and property. It is therefore in society’s interest 
to minimise the hazard to urban trees from storms 
through appropriate management. The basis for suctt
cessfully increasing the resistance of the urban tree 
population against hightimpact storms is sciencet
based knowledge about destructive windttreetsoilt
interactions. You can register here:
https://www.meteo.unitfreiburg.de/en/events/worktt
shoptontopentgrowntandturbanttreest2019/registt
trationt1

https://www.egu2019.eu
https://comfortattheextremes.com
http://www.jurse2019.org
https://www.elsevier.com/events/conferences/international-conference-on-energy-research-and-social-science
https://www.elsevier.com/events/conferences/international-conference-on-energy-research-and-social-science
https://www.elsevier.com/events/conferences/international-conference-on-energy-research-and-social-science
http://seb-19.kesinternational.org/
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Helen Ward and Matthias Demuzere 
elected to the IAUC Board

Congratulations to Helen Ward and Matthias Demuzere, 
who have been elected to the Board of the IAUC for the period 
2019t2022. Helen and Matthias will replace Edward Ng (The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong) and Fei Chen (NCAR, USA) 
whose terms on the Board expire.

Helen Ward is posttdoctoral researcher 
at the University of Innsbruck in Austria. 
Her current research is focused on the 
analysis of turbulence observations in and 
around Innsbruck and the evaluation of the 
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
model for cities located in mountainous 

terrain. Helen obtained her PhD in urban micrometeorology at 
King’s College London (2009t2013). Subsequently she worked 
as a posttdoctoral researcher at Reading University. In the past 
two years Helen has served as editor for the ‘Projects’ section 
of Urban Climate News, and over the last year she has been intt
volved in the promotion of diversity and equality within IAUC.

Matthias Demuzere is founder and CEO 
of Kode, and affiliated researcher at Ghent 
University and Leuven University, Belgium. 
Matthias obtained his PhD (IWT) in Science 
at KU Leuven, where he also completed 
a sixtyear posttdoctoral position. During 
both the PhD and posttdoc position Mattt

thias has been working abroad, including longtterm research 
stays at the National University of Singapore, Monash Univertt
sity (Australia) and at MPI for Biogeochemistry (Germany). He 
was consequently posttdoctoral researcher at the Laboratory of 
Hydrology and Water Management at Ghent University. Mattt
thias has been coordinating the IAUC Bibliography Committee 
for the past four years.

The IAUC executive thanks Edward and Fei for their committt
ment and contributions to IAUC and to its Board and also thank 
the four unsuccessful candidates for standing for election. A 
total of 228 members participated in the vote, although some 
members voted for one candidate only, which yielded a total 
of 416 votes. Mathias with 101 votes (24%) and Helen with 88 
votes (21%) received the highest share.

  — Andreas Christen and Nigel Tapper

IAUC Board Members & Terms

· President: Nigel Tapper (Monash University, Australia), 2018t
2022.

· Secretary: Andreas Christen (AlberttLudwigs Universität 
Freiburg, Germany), 2018t2022.

· Alexander Baklanov (WMO, Switzerland), WMO Representative, 
2018t2022.**

· Benjamin Bechtel (Universität Hamburg, Germany), 2017t
2021.

· Matthias Demuzere (Kode, Belgium), 2019t2022.

· Jorge Gonzalez (CUNY, USA): ICUC10 Local Organizer, 2016t
2021.

· Aya Hagishima (Kyushu University, Japan), 2015t2019.

· Leena Järvi (University of Helsinki, Finland), 2016t2020.

· Ariane Middel (Temple University, USA), 2016t2020.

· Dev Niyogi (Purdue University, USA): ICUC10 Local Orga nizer, 
2016t2021.

· David Pearlmutter (BentGurion University, Israel), Newsletter 
Editor, 2008t*

· Chao Ren (University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong), 2017t2021.

· David Sailor (Arizona State University, USA), Past Secretary 
2014t2018.*

· James Voogt (University of Western Ontario, Canada), Past 
President: 2014t2018.*

· Helen Ward (University of Innsbruck, Austria), 2019t2022.

* nontvoting, ** nontvoting appointed member

IAUC Committee Chairs
· Editor, IAUC Newsletter: David Pearlmutter

· News Editor: Paul Alexander

· Urban Projects Editor: Helen Ward

· Conferences Editor: Joe McFadden

· Bibliography Committee: Matthias Demuzere

· Chair Teaching Resources: Gerald Mills

· Chair Awards Committee: Nigel Tapper

mailto:paul.alexander@cso.ie
mailto:mdemuzere@gmail.com
mailto:Helen.Ward@uibk.ac.at
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